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u FORUM TRAJANUM

BACK TO THE HEYDAY OF IMPERIAL ROME

FORUM TRAJANUM

HARD WORK IN THE ”PROVINCES” FOR INFLUENCE IN THE FORUM
Forum Trajanum refers to the life of Marcus Ulpius Traianus, the first Roman emperor to be born far from Roma (his family
at that time lived in Baetica, in Spain, that
corresponds to the actual Andalusia). Emperor Nerva adopted him as a “son” as he
needed his skill as a veteran general of the
Army, in order to control his own Guardia
Pretoriana. When Nerva died, Traianus receive an already well-organized nation and
he was able to add Dacia and Parthia thus
reaching the maximum expansion of the
ancient Roman Empire.
Therefore, he celebrated his victories getting the title of Optimus Princeps (the best
of emperors) and building a new Forum
and the famous Colonna Traiana that can
be seen even today in Roma’s city center.
That column has been built with 21 marble blocks (and it is empty in the middle
where it hosted Traianus’s sarcophagus
and where 185 steps bring the visitors to
the top): 2500 figures are sculpted in 154
scenes in a spiral of 220 meters that descript the different battles fought in Dacia
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(today Rumania).
Details on YouTube: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=5XL-P-XSWFc)
Stefan Feld takes this historical background
as a base for his game Forum Trajanum:
the box contains a main board, four personal boards, six smaller ones, a bag of colored meeples and tokens, a deck of cards
and a lot of carboard tiles. It is highly suggested to carefully divide and store in different bags all the components in order to
facilitate the set-up which may otherwise
become very long.
To play Forum Trajanum you need a
large rectangular table because the personal boards are quite big and you will be
obliged to place them on the sides of the
main board (see Picture 2). Explaining how
this game works is not an easy task, as the
designer often uses different mini-games
in each of his works, so I will try to be the
shorter possible and to avoid describing
many of the (boring) details of the rules..
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The set-up is, so to say, quite laborious as
you need to first divide the building tiles
per color and dimension (there are “one
square” tiles and “two square” ones): then
turn on the back (grey) half of them on
each color and dimension, placing them all
on the main board where are also placed
the small 3x4 squares boards to form the
“Forum”, an area of variable dimension (the
one depicted on the picture is for four players).
Pietro Cremona
A particular game, not the best from Stefan Feld
but a very intriguing one that oblige the players to
program their moves with the help of some luck.
The 24 “Streets” cards are then divided in
three smaller decks (of 8 cards for each
era: I-II-III) and should be used to start and
execute the turns, while three “Trajan” (objective) cards - one each for era I-II-III - are
placed next to them.
The colored meeples (builders, assistants
and 4 types of workers) are then placed on
the table near the board, together with the
money, while the Trajan Column is divided
in three parts (basement, column and capital) and is also placed on the main board.
The players now must prepare their “Colony” (their personal board, in game terms,
see picture 3 for an example): these are

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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printed on both sides and side “A” is used
for the first games, while side “B” is suggested with players already expert on them.
They are the “Governors” of their colonies
and their first act is to fill the central 6x6
grid, starting with four colored “cranes”
(for the buildings) on the four corners and
placing in each square one population tile
(called “envoy”), with exception of the four
temples already printed on the board. The
last one should be placed on the “Port”
(bottom right of the board).
There are also three tiles “Woman”, one
of which is randomly taken at the begin-

on the “artisan” lines. More on that later.
The remaining two “women” are placed in
two corners of the 6x6 grid onto the cranes
placed previously.

REVIEW

My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

On top of the Colony there is a 17 cases
“road” that connects it to Roma (as you
know … all roads lead to Roma): a long tile
is placed to the left of this track and will be
used to calculate part of the Victory Points
(VP) as we will see later.

We are happy to present the latest issue
of WIN, 527/528. This issue already has
quite a few new releases from 2019 and
also features a glimpse on the winners of
Finally, the players’ markers are placed on the French games award, As d’Or at the
the main board, one on each different area: Festival International des Jeux at Cannes.
Library, Market and Basilica. Then each The season for more game awards is applayer takes one “Constructor” proaching, the Jury Spiel des Jahres will
(grey meeple), one “Assistant” soon announce its nominees and we are
(brown), one “Tribune” (white) approaching the final decision about our
and one currency. After 20-25 winners of Spiel der Spiele and Spiele
Hits. We have already found a few outminutes we are ready to start.
standing games that we are sure will be
A game of Forum Trajanum interesting for you, too.
lasts 3 “Cycles” (Era), each one
composed of 4 rounds that are
“cadenced” by the use of the
“Street” cards (see Picture 4).

Of course, we will inform you about
potential winners and actual winners.
Please stay with us and continue to read
our WIN and to inform yourself on the
Each card has a name (on top), newest games and trends.
a picture (in the middle) and,
on the bottom, one of the symbols that appear on the 6x6
grid of each Colony (white or
black). On every turn 2 cards
are turned and they indicate
on which column and/or line of
the 6x6 grid you may “work”.
ning of the game and placed in one of the
three different zones on the left part of the
board (the Roman citizens quarter, with
their special privileges), depending on
the discovered symbol. If it is a “column” it
should be placed on one of the two lines
“patricians”; if it is a “money bag” in one of
the two “merchant” lines; if it is a “hammer”
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Current issues of win can be found on
http://www.gamesjournal.at
and for Games Companion Game by
Game see
http:// www.gamescompanion.at.

The players must select one “Envoy” tile for
each of the two symbols (line or column)
on their grid: they look at the back of both
tiles and decide which one they intend to
use. The second tile is passed (covered) to
the player on the right. Finally, all the players look at the received tiles and then they
decide which of the two they will use: it is

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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u FORUM TRAJANUM

also possible to use both tiles paying two
“tribunes” (white meeples).
Each “envoy” tile has an icon on the back
that shows which use to make of it: getting
new workers, or builder, or tribune, or assistant; move the tile on the road to Roma;
getting some money; getting a Roman
Citizen (to place on the related quarter
to receive his bonus); or different other
combinations.

cases in the Forum that has the same color
of the just installed building (yellow square
if you placed a yellow building, etc.). The
forum gives VP at the end of each turn. The
colored buildings on your grid may also
grant you some VP extra if you fulfil the request of the “Trajan” card of the current Era
(see Picture 5).

Each building needs a certain number of
workers:

If you send an Envoy to Roma you must
place it in the same color of the building
that you just erected, but you are obliged
to place the tile in an already opened area
of that color, unless you already have a
Roma Citizen tile in the Patrician area.

III – A one square colored building needs a
worker of that color
IV – A two squares colored building needs
two workers of that color

I – A one square grey building needs a
builder (grey meeple)
II – A two squares grey/colored building
needs one builder and one worker of that
color.

During the first game it seems that this
… half-random selection of tiles has
been decided to give some variability
to the game, but soon the players will
realize that the selection is guided by
their strategy: in other words you will
select the tiles to prepare the “ground”
on the grid for the buildings and to get
the special bonus of the “Trajan” cards.
In effect, before ending his turn the
player has the option to build something in his Colony: there are four
types of buildings (green, yellow, red
and blue) and each type has two dimensions (one or two squares). Furthermore each “one square” tile may
be used on the front side (colored)
or on the back /(grey), while the “two
squares” tiles have the same color on the
front side and the back with one colored
and one grey square.
The colored tiles are necessary to place a
building on your grid and to send an “Envoy” to Roma in order to occupy one of the
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You may always use an Assistant meeple in
the place of any colored Worker (but you

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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The COLOURED BUILDINGS are used to
send Envoys in Roma to occupy cases of
the same color, while the GREY BUILDINGS
are used to move the markers in the Library, Market and Basilica tracks, thus earning the bonus indicated in each case.
When the 8 “Street” cards of the first deck
are used the players pay one coin for each
Roman Citizen already installed on the left
part of the personal board and then mark
the VP for the First Era:
(a) - Each “crane” gives 3 VP (2 VP on Era II
and 1 VP on Era III) for each building of
its color already installed in the 6x6 grid.
Then the crane is overturned and cannot be used again;
(b) – The the number of buildings on the
grid is multiplied by the value (1-2-3 VP)
of the Roman Citizens already installed
on the left of the same line (1= no citizens; 2= one citizen; 3= two citizens);
(c) – Each Envoy in Roma’s Forum adjacent
to an “Eagle” case assign 1 VP
(d) – Then each player counts the highest
number of his adjacent envoys and
check how many VP they assign
(e) – Finally, each player checks how many
times he satisfied the request of the Trajan Card and gets VP accordingly
The game proceeds with the second and
third deck, when the final count is made
and the player with most VP wins.
Placing Roman Citizens on the 6 lines of
the left part of the personal board gives
some benefits (but remember that each of
them costs 1 coin at the turn’s end):
(1) – Patricians allows you to freely place
your Envoys in any area of the selected
color (first line) or to double the bonuses on the different tracks on the main
board (second line);
(2) – Merchants allow you to turn the tile
on the Road to Roma in order to make
more points at the end of each turn
(third line) or to exchange 1 coin for 1
tribune or 1 assistant (fourth line);
(3) – Artisans allows to exchange twice
per turn one assistant against a worker
of any color (fifth line) or to exchange
once per turn one assistant for a builder
(sixth line).

builders instead of assistants) and sometimes a merchant to turn the tile over on
the road to Roma. Remember that at the
end of the turn you get some VP multiplying the number of buildings by the value
of the Roman Citizen on the same line, so
remember this when you take tiles from
the grid in order to free the right cases on
which to build later.
We arrived at the end and I hope to have
been able to give you a general picture
of this game. I decided not to go into
more details as they will be probably boring for readers not interested in this kind
of games. Stefan Feld has the … habit to
oblige the players to test different strategies before they can find a good one (if
only it exists …) and Forum Trajanum is
no exception. Probably this is not his best
game, but it is surely a very interesting one
and we were happy to test it so many times
as all the games were different and you
must stay “tuned” until the last turn if you
wish to have the opportunity to win. Of
course, this is a game for expert players þ
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: Stefan Feld
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 47 Euro
Publisher: dV Giochi/Huch! 2018
www.hutter-trade.net

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Development, Eurogame
Users: For experts
Version: it
Rules: de en es fr it jp kr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Planning ahead is necessary * A certain
degree of luck is to be considered with the
street cards * Very long set-up * Good rules
but you need a couple of games to learn it
Compares to:
Abstract development/positioning games
Other editions:
Angry Lion Games (kr), dV Giochi (it), Games Factory
(pl), Huch! (jp), Milito Games (es) Stronghold (en/fr)

As you see is not a very good idea to place
too many citizens as you must pay them
(with money) and their use is limited: I usually tend to place a patrician (for the freedom in the Forum) and an artisan (to get
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PLAYERS:

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

My rating:

must discard another worker from your
reserve)

REVIEW

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u BLACKOUT HONG KONG

LARGE-SCALE ENERGY FAILURE

BLACKOUT HONG KONG
COPING WITH THE FALLOUT

The novel „Blackout – Morgen ist es zu
spät“ by Marc Elsberg probably inspired
the topic of Blackout Hong Kong, even if
the novel deals with an energy blackout of
long duration over practically the whole
of Europe instead of only in Hong Kong.
What exactly are we dealing with?
On the big map of Hong Kong, several
colored dots represent crisis centers and
are connected with lines, creating several
areas = districts of varying sizes and there
is also the respective victory points track the bigger a district the more points. Each
of the districts is equipped with three
face-down scout tiles; furthermore, the
Hong Kong board shows a rondel with
six resources - water, rice, tools, petrol,
etc. - and the joker resource of batteries
in the middle (what else in case of blackout?). Each player is given his own player
board featuring slots for card placement
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and a summary of game phases, as well
as five transport tokens, four Hong Kong
Dollars, two random starting volunteer
cards which are put on two of the three
task slots on your board, an emergency
plan with three tasks and twelve cards
comprising volunteer cards in yellow, red
and blue plus some specialists like doctor,
mechanic etc.; some of those cards immediately go to the hospital at the right side
of your board; from the marker cubes in
your color that you also receive, you put
one on any crisis center of your choice. As
mentioned, two of the three slots on your
board are filled with the starter volunteer
cards, the fourth slot is locked and must be
unlocked.
The sequence of phases is really well
structured and depicted on each of the
player boards; it comprises eight different
phases, well provided with pictograms
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and short info text. This is something
one would like to see more often in other
games, because if you did not play the
game for some time, you can re-access it
rather quickly that way and newbies, too,
rarely need more than one round to grasp
the sequence.
Gert Stöckl
Once again a well-working and well-made „Pfister“,
albeit with a generic topic and long duration, with
a chance factor that is a bit too big for a resources
economics game.

The three colored dice in yellow, red and
blue, corresponding to the colors of the
volunteer cards, show different distributions of resources and are rolled until they
show three different resource symbols
and are then placed on the rondel accordingly. The dice indicate the resources available to players for the round, provided
they hold suitable volunteer cards in the
respective colors and provided that the
cards are placed on the slots. By discarding transport tokens or spending victory
points, you can got to adjacent resources,
change the dice virtually so to say, if nothing suitable is available otherwise.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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Each player now plans his move by placing one of his cards from hand into one
of the three or four slots on the board, we
know this from Mombasa, while already
considering which card needs to go in
which slot as that becomes important in
a later phase when picking up all cards in
a slot. If you have cards in hand, you must
place cards.
By revealing the cards in the Deploy
phase in any order, each player places
his marker cubes, according to the 1 to
3 cubes depicted on the volunteer card,
on the resource on the rondel and thus
increases his resources. Those resources
are then used by the specialists that you
might have placed in another slot, or by
the task cards (next phase) to swap them
for money, GPS tokens, victory points, batteries and other items or to use the doctor
to retrieve a card from the hospital back in
hand and to mark its victory points on the
victory points track accordingly.
In the Objective phase you can complete
objectives of cards in your own objective area or the objectives on the emergency plan. Completing objectives is
mainly achieved by discarding resources
or money, but also by connecting crisis
centers on the board, along pre-set lines,
with marker cubes of your color. Some
objectives can be met by certain color
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combinations of cards displayed in a slot,
e.g. the unlocking of the locked fourth
sloth on your board. Cards are - depending on their type - either placed into the
so-called check mark area or taken up
in hand. They give you victory points,
Hong Kong dollars or allow you to place
your own color markers on a given or any
color slot on the board. Such cube marker
placement must be carefully coordinated,
too, as a cube must be placed adjacent
to another of your cubes already on the
board; if that is not possible you pay with
transport tokens or victory points for each
position left empty. Some cards even
show two or three objectives that must be
met; if you manage that, you score a considerable amount of victory points, resulting however in the disadvantage that the
cards arrives late or maybe not at all in the
check mark area, which is bad. So, you are
continuously forced to make decisions.
In the next phase, Scout, we play a little
memo game. We may look at the facedown scout tiles in areas next to our color
cubes and, if there is something that we
want and can pay for with our GPS markers, we take and put back the other tiles
face-up. If there is nothing interesting revealed, we put all tiles back face-down,
of course memorizing what they were.
For GPS markers we can use GPS tokens
of value three or GPS symbols on cards

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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already in the check-mark area. We must,
however, use a minimum of one and can
use several cards from hand, one of them
is drawn randomly and placed into the
hospital; the doctor must be kept busy, after all, and must be activated for business
in a slot. The scout tiles give the usual selection of resources, money or instant victory points and, at the end of the game,
once again victory points in relation to the
number of different tiles. By the way, two
of those tiles are stated for your task on
the emergency plan.
In the New Objectives phase, we can buy
new objective cards, additional objectives, volunteers and specialists from a
3x3 grid that was displayed at the start of
the game; one cards from a row of three
cards costs four HK dollars, two cards 3 HK
dollars, etc. New objectives can only be
bought if you have an empty slot on your
board for it. Remember that you must
complete the depicted objective before
you can access the card. This buying continues in turn until all have passed. If the
last card in a row is bought, you lay out
three new ones immediately.
In Clean up, you remove cards from the
display and, should there be food and water left on the rondel, those resources are
forcefully swapped for HK dollars or the
coveted CPS tokens (for two water).
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a GPS symbol from your hand by another
player - it makes a big difference if a card
with two victory points wanders into the
hospital, ore one with seven VPs, if you
can get it out with the doctor soon, thus
giving you the victory points. But maybe
I would have needed that card rather urgently in the next round!
A final remark: The game also provides a
campaign mode over several games with
different game set up, and also a mode for
solitaire play. þ
Gert Stöckl

And with his we have reached the final
phase - Refresh hand - in which players
maybe can take back cards in hand, but
only if you have four (or six in case of a previously met special objective) or less cards
in hand. You must, however, then take all
cards from the slot that holds most card this gives you many cards for your hand,
but if you have saved up on a certain color
combination in a slot and then have to
pick up that special slot because you have
few or new cards in hand, it can get rather
aggravating. If must take up card, you
can implement all your check mark actions once which can be very rewarding,
as they can be done in any order of your
choice, which allows for the resolving of
very impressive chains.

If, at that point, the draw pile for the vol-
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unteer and special cards is completely
empty, a last final round will be played
and then the game is scored. All cards in
hand and all cards in the slots, but not
those in the objectives area and in the
hospital - score the victory points stated
on them; each resource on the rondes
gives you 1 HK dollar and for every 5 HK
dollars you score an additional victory
point. All open-faced scout tiles also give
victory points, as already mentioned.
Conclusion: With Blackout Hong Kong,
Alexander Pfister has again provided a
so-called „big“ Pfister, following Mombasa
and Great Western Trail, using some mechanisms already familiar - the card slots but marvelously embedded in a new topic. Which takes us to the topic: This really
only comes across in full strength, if you
read the flavor text on the cards - Protect
a Pharmacy, or Reopen a School, and so
on. In my personal opinion, however, the
portion of luck is a bit too big in a game
of that duration - up to three hours in a
game of four players; it can be a deciding
factor if the three resource dice provide a
passable result or not, as the imaginary relocation to an adjacent resource slot costs
a transport token or a victory point, if you
are out of transport tokens; and relocating
over three slots is very expensive, therefore! Another big portion of luck comes
from the random drawing of a card with
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INFORMATION
Designer: Alexander Pfister
Artist: Chris Quilliams
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publ.: eggertspiele / Plan B Games / Pegasus 2018
http://www.eggertspiele.de

PLAYERS:

1-4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

150+

EVALUATION
deck building, resources management
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cn de en it pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Includes solo mode and campaign mode *
Long duration * Generic topic
Compares to:
Mombasa for slot mechanism
Other editions:
Broadway Toys (cn), Cranio Creations (it),
eggertspiele (en), Lacerta (pl), Lavka / Zvezda (ru)

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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Near the end of the round we have the
point-heavy phase of Secure Districts, in
which you are rewarded with up to 14
victory points for districts completely surrounded by your color cubes and, when a
house is removed from a check mark area,
one of five effects is unlocked; for instance
“discard a book to receive one GPS marker
with three symbols”. Other players also involved in the district that is scored, receive
victory points in relation to the number of
their color cubes.
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THE NEW START-UP - SUCCESS FROM PERSONAL ENGAGEMENT

GROUND FLOOR
EARN MONEY AND COLLECT INFORMATION
Start-Up companies are today’s hype and
much talked about. Lots of people dream of
founding their own company, of interesting
many customers in their ground-breaking
ideas and of finally of getting rich. Why not
use this as a topic for a game?
In Ground Floor, players aim for exactly
that goal - they found their own company
and try to make it grow as big as they can
manage. The enthusiasm that goes into
founding a company does, however, not
come across that well in Ground Floor; what
remains is a solid worker placement game
with some deviation from the classic standard worker placement rules. The topic itself is implemented, rather dryly, however;
game board and game components are of
a rather utilitarian design, too. For instance,
you trade in commodities in Ground Floor,
represented by small plain beige wooden
cubes - no dainty sheep, no sheaves of corn
or any other atmospheric meeples.
This is the 2nd edition of the game, limited to
1000 copies.
Ground Floor is played over a fixed number
of rounds. In the seven rounds of the game,
players expand their company in more than
one way, financially as well as in really building the company, because the building
that houses the companies grows floor by
floor in those rounds. Only the first floor, the
Ground Floor, is already build at the start
of the game and forms part of the player
board. This board shows six offices which
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also serve as action areas for the placement
of player markers.
Both the expansion of your own company
over several levels/floors as well as the expansion of the offices on the ground floor
are the main goals of the game, because
both goals provide the main number of victory points at the end of the game, called
prestige points.
In accordance with the standard mechanisms of a worker placement game, players
put, in the individual rounds, their player
markers onto action slots. However, not
the workers themselves, or to be more exact, the employees themselves, are sent to
the action slots; the employees only provide their contribution to the company in
the guise of time: For each employee that
a player hires, he receives three time discs
which are placed for the implementation of
actions. We, the players, are simultaneously
CEOs of our companies and also provide
our work time. Of course, as a CEO, we must
work more than our employees and therefore provide four time discs!
That employees want to be paid, becomes
painfully clear at the start of each round, because at that point you as CEO receive your
income which becomes smaller with every
employee that you hire. In case of full employment, which constitutes the CEO and
four employees - the possible maximum
that you can hire - the income turns into a
payment that you have to make! With the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

REVIEW

construction of certain levels, however, the
income per round can be enhanced.
Bernhard Czermak
Ground Floor has a lot of action options, which
provide the resources for the game - money, info,
commodities - in many different ways. For collecting
victory points, however, only the one action to
expand your company counts.
After receiving income, players can hire additional employees. For that purpose, there
is an Unemployment Track or Job Market on
the board, which determines the cost for
hiring the new employee for your company.
At that point, turn order is the deciding factor - you hire in descending order there;
turn order is determined by another track,
the Popularity Track - because with each
new engaging of an employee the marker
advances on the Unemployment Track,
which in most cases equals a rise in costs for
hiring. Unfortunately, the new employees
are not trained yet and therefore provide
no time discs for the company at that point.
Training employees takes one action which
you must not forget to resolve, because
otherwise the employee only reduces your
income without providing a contribution to
the company.
Two different means of payment are available in Ground Floor - one of them is money, the other is information, or info for short.
In most cases you have to pay in both currencies, money and info, and most of the
same time in equal amounts. For instance,
the hiring of an employee from the job market costs the first entrepreneur five money
and five info units at the start of the game.
When the hiring of new employees is complete, we can begin to plan the round. In
this phase, players in turn put their time
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REVIEW

u GROUND FLOOR

discs on an action slot, either on the central
main board or in their own offices, until all
time discs have been placed. Resolving of
the actions provided by the action slots on
the main board only happens in the next
phase. This results in more efforts for planning and you must take care not to forget
that means that are provided by actions
will only be available after all time discs
have been placed. On the main board, the
action slots are assigned to six different
shops in town that offer various services
for companies. Those shops each have a
different number of actions slots of equal
value, which can only be occupied by one
player. The respective action slots also state
how many time discs you
must place and if there is
some payment due, and in
which currency you must
pay - money, info or maybe even commodities.

phase; to accrue money at that point, you
even need a certain, upgraded office. You
are allowed to use your offices more often
than once during a round. By construction
additional floors for his company headquarters, you can make additional action
slots available, however only for once-only
use per round.
In this phase it is also possible to remodel
your offices on the Ground Floor, the price
for remodeling is three money plus three
info. This improves the action in the respective office and at the same time the remodeled office is also good for victory points.

When all time discs have been
placed, the shops on the central main
board are resolved from left to right.
With the exception of the last shop
area, all other shops are designed to
provide money, info or commodities.
The last shop in the chain provides an
action, the coveted action to expand
you company headquarters, either
by a complete floor or by individual
offices for certain floor levels. This expansion, too, must be paid for again
with money and info. The building of
a new level is rather costly already on
its own, but the price is increased by
a surcharge that itself increases with
every level already in place.
Those shops are designed very differently as regards to game play; nearly
all of them deviate from a classic
standard worker placement mechanism. There is, for instance, one shop
where players must place time discs
over two consecutive rounds to acquire the revenue of the slot - if you
cannot place discs in two consecutive rounds, the disc placed in the
first round is lost. Or there is a shop, where
you must stash a certain amount of discs
over various rounds to trigger the action; in
other shops it is important in which order
you place discs into the action slots within
the shop; others depend on the current
economic situation, which is defined for
each round by an Economic Forecast card,
which, by the way, represents the one and
only element of chance in all of the game;
yet another shop produces a fictitious commodity which you offer in the implementation of the action in another shop for a price
that you determine yourself - depending
on the Economic Forecast card, costumers

When a player puts his
time discs in his own offices on the Ground Floor,
the corresponding action
is implemented immediately. This is very important insofar as that is the
only chance to receive
info or commodities in this

10
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41
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action; new levels from round 5 onwards do
exclusively provide prestige points for the
end-of-game scoring.
When this phase has been completed,
game play continues with the next round.
As a worker placement game, Ground
Floor offers very many and many different
options to place your „workers“. Already at
the start of the game, you can choose from
twelve different actions and, by expanding
and upgrading your own company, you
increase this multitude with some, sometimes very powerful, action slots. But over
all those placement options you must not
lose sight of the primary purpose of the
game, which is to build up your own company, because this is the only element that
will give you the deciding amount of prestige points at the end of the game.
The means of payment for the actions is
also very cleverly resolved. As you usually need money and info in equal amounts,
you as a player are always challenged to
collect those monies in as equal amounts
as possible. Lots of money without info is of
no use, as would be the other way around.
I also very much like
the combination of
employees and the
time discs that you
acquire with them;
the fact that more
employees reduce the
amount of income,
is very harmonious
and forces players to
carefully consider the
costs for deploying
additional employees.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

Bernhard Czermak

INFORMATION
Designer: David Short
Artist: Harald Lieske
Price: ca. 80 Euro
Publisher: Spielworxx 2018
www.spielworxx.de

PLAYERS:

1-5
AGE:

12+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Economics
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Worker placement with lot of planning *
Many action options * Reduced to the core
elements * (c) Images picclick.de
Compares to:
Worker placement games in general
Other editions:
Tasty Minstrel Games (en, 2012)

My rating:

now arrive at the shop, but how many are
coming will only be known after placement.
Those individual placement rules make the
game varied and demand different considerations for every single shop.
At that point you must take into consideration that some of the shops also influence
the Popularity Track which is the deciding
factor for the turn order. Another important
consideration for not neglecting this track
is the fact that a bonus is paid out in every
round which the player who is in last place
on the Popularity Track will not receive!
When all shops have been resolved, the
clean-up phase for the round is implemented. Here again, the chance element
of the Economic Forecast card is coming
into play, because it determines, how many
out-of-work people will be available next
round, which moves the marker on the Job
Market track to a more affordable price. At
that point, you can also lay off employees
to increase your income. Of course, laying
off employees also takes away their time
discs! At the end of the second and fifth
round, new levels are entering the game,
which increase the options for the building

What I do not like so much in Ground Floor
is the fact that the importance of the individual shops is very different. Thus, the
Consulting Agency slot is more or less a
must-have or must-do, because to neglect
that nearly automatically results in a lack of
info; on the other hand, the usefulness of
the Stock Exchange is only very limited, as
the revenue here is rather limited and only
offers a reasonable amount of many if the
Economic Forecast cards appear in a suitable order / combination.
In certain aspects, furthermore, Ground
Floor is not tolerant of mistakes. If you overlook an important element, you are often
forced to wait till the next round but one
until the revenues arrive. This goes for commodities cubes as well as for money and
info.
In addition to the basic game, the game
comes with components for Automa players as well as new Economic Forecast cards
and Event cards. þ
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u 8BIT BOX / 20 QUESTIONS

8BIT BOX

VIDEO GAMES ON A BOARD

An homage to the good old video games that were played on
special units, re-implemented
in three board games. You have
a control unit, featuring three
wheels which you use to set depending on the demands of
the individual games - direction,
symbol and/or value.
Outspeed is a galactic race, in
each of 13 rounds you select the
route for your ship for the next

6

lap on your control unit and will
succeed with cleverly managed
tank fills and clever steering. A
round comprises bonus, programming, resolving and revealing; you win if you are last in
play or are furthest ahead when
the finish line tile is revealed.
Pixoid reminds one of PacMan;
a little energy cube flees bugs
in the labyrinth, in each round
one player is Pixoid, the others

20 QUESTIONS
A CLASSIC IS BACK

20 Questions is one of those
games that are re-published
again and again regularly; the
first edition was published by
MB in 1988.
This new German edition is
based on University Games’ deluxe edition and features 300
actualized cards and in all other
aspects uses the mechanisms
of the original game. You want
your pawn to be the first at the

12

finish; you achieve this by guessing persons, locations, things or
dates based on as few clues as
possible. Each card features 20
clues for the solution. One player is presenter and draws a card.
All other players are guessers in
turn. The active guesser names
a number between 1 and 20,
hears the clue with this number and covers this number on
the board with a chip. Then you
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are bugs, who are not allowed
to communicate. You program
direction and number of steps,
then come movement and scoring - if Pixoid was not caught, he
takes a neutral cube. If he takes
the 12th cube or is caught, the
round ends and is scored.
Stadion is a sports simulation;
you must participate in ten
challenges - standard, rest option and final challenges - and
decide with your control unit
how much energy you spend
on the current challenge. Challenges can yield one medal or
three medals, and you need to
confer with your team members
to have most medals at the end
of ten challenges.
Time travel on a game board the box is successfully and very
prettily imitating an ancient
game unit, the games are fun
and clever re-implementations
of old friends like PacMan - all
mechanisms are eminently suitable and easy to play, the retro
design is amazing and the fun is
huge! þ

INFORMATION

have ten seconds to guess the
solution correctly and may give
only one guess. All other players
CANNOT give a guess. In case of
a wrong guess, the next player
becomes active guesser. In case
of a correct guess, the 20 points
worth of the card are divided
between presenter and guesser:
The presenter scores one point
per clue that was read; the
guesser scores a point for each
unused clue. Both move their
markers accordingly. Cards can
also feature directions for players, most for moving markers,
but can also give you additional
guesses or a chip that you can
discard to be allowed a guess
if you are not active. On bonus
slots on the board you play an
additional card using different
rules. If you are first at the finish,
you win.
Still and again, as in any of its
editions, a felicitous and fun
game mechanism, and this edition’s terms are up to date and
definitely not taken from the
usual trivia categories. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

6+

TIME:

40+

Designer: F. Crittin, G. Largey
Artist: Jean-Baptiste Reynaud
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publ.: Iello / Hutter Trade 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Retro game collection
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic retro design * Stadion only works with two,
four or six players * Simple,
lots of interaction and
some chance * Additional
games announced
Compares to:
All games with pre-programmed
turns
Other editions:
Devir (es), Iello (en fr), Mancalamaro
(it), 2 Pionki (pl)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: R. A. Moog, S. Medrick
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Guess terms based on clues
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en nl and many
more
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Good for homogenous
groups * Attractive terms
* German edition of the
University Games edition
Compares to:
Querdenker and earlier editions of 20
Questions
Other editions:
University Games (nl), previous editions from Milton Bradley/Hasbro

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

ACTIVITY SOLO & TEAM / ALONE t

ACTIVITY SOLO & TEAM

ONE GAME, TWO VERSIONS
Yet another Activity variant,
using the familiar basic mechanisms - a term must be explained either verbally, with a
drawing or doing a pantomime.
This versions adds a new way of
explanation, sounds! You may
make noises with mouth, hands
and feet, but must not gesticulate with your hands. If you are
asked to sing, you may NOT sing
the words.

In the Activity Solo variant, you
play on your own and present
the term to all other players.
The active player draws the top
card from the stack, has about
ten seconds to look at the three
terms and then tries to present
- within the timer’s 90 second
runtime - as many terms as possible in the given way so that
the other players guess them.
When the timer has run out, the

ALONE

ONE HERO AGAINST EVIL
After a catastrophe in space, a
hero finds himself alone in a deserted colony and fights for survival against the dangers from
the dark. One player embodies
the hero, sees only some sectors
of the colony and has only a few
tools to survive. The hero completes missions using deduction, exploring and by surviving
and wins if he manages to complete the final mission.

www.gamesjournal.at

In his turn, the hero has one or
two actions, options are move,
locate, fight, explore, scavenge
and interact. He can draw item
cards and use the special ability provided by the hero’s character card. Up to three players
embody the Evil opponents;
they see the complete map of
the colony, plan strategies, set
traps and spawn monsters; the
evil side wins when they defeat

card is shown to all players so
that retrospect control of rules
adherence is possible. Then the
presenter and successful guesser score the points next to each
correctly guessed term on the
card and move their pawn accordingly. Whoever is furthest
ahead at the end of the round in
which the 25 points mark on the
board has been crossed, wins.
The Activity Team variant is
played as usual; players form
teams with equal numbers of
players, as far as possible and
with at least two players per
team; the presenter of the active
team tries to explain the term to
his team members, and only the
active team scores for correctly
guessed terms. Terms printed
in read cannot be shown to
the other teams, because those
terms are up for guessing by all
teams and are always worth five
points.
Activity as we know and love it,
nicely varied and with an excellent selection of terms; the presentation by sounds is a special
challenge! þ

INFORMATION

the hero.
Each game comprises two starting missions and a final mission;
this final mission must be triggered by completing one of the
two starting missions. To complete a mission, the hero must
reach a certain room sector and
resolve special actions; missions
can have permanent special effects, too, or special effects can
be triggered when a mission is
completed. The final mission is
usually time-dependent, either
directly or indirectly.
You can create random scenarios or play pre-set scenarios in
a campaign mode; levels of difficulty determine tools that can
be used and rewards that can
be won.
An intense gaming experience
that demands some preparation, rule reading and familiarizing with the game; there are
introductory rules, a hero compendium and an evil compendium. The effort, however, is
rewarding if you want thrilling,
challenging horror posing the
permanent question of what
will happen next. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

3-10

AGE:

12+

TIME:

var

Designer: P. Catty, E. Führer
Artist: Kinetic
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2019
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Creativity, communication
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very nice version * Sounds
are a new special challenge
* Attractive new terms to
explain
Compares to:
All other editions of Activity
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

120+

Designer: A. Crespi, L. Silva
Artist: Steve Hamilton
Price: ca. 70 Euro
Publisher: Horrible Games 2018
www.horrible-games.com

EVALUATION
Space, adventure
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Turn-around of generic
dungeon crawlers * Topic
very atmospheric implemented * Lots of rules and
preparation
Compares to:
Basically, all dungeon crawlers
Other editions:
Currently none
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u ANIMALE TATTICA / LOGICUS COINX

ANIMALE TATTICA

TACTICS WITH DOG OR BEAR
Dog, Cat, Penguin and Bear
amuse themselves with training
combats, you command one of
them and also deploy use spirit
powers to win. Based on The
Great Dalmuti, you play animal
cards to shed cards and win if
you are first without cards.
For each animal there are 16
cards of values 2, 3, 4, 5 6, 8, 12 +
King, albeit in different amounts
for each value. Formation cards

show the denominations for
each animal.
The starting player plays either
one card, animal or ghost, king
is the most powerful, or with
several cards of the same value
which can include King or a
ghost of the same value; you
can never play two Cat Kings
or two Bear Twelves. All others in turn either play the same
number of cards, but of higher

LOGICUS COINX

LET’S PLACE IT!

Coinx are friendly nature monsters; they represent earth,
wind, rain, snow, mountains
and oceans and invite players on a tour through the four
seasons. Nine colored playing
pieces comprise two red, two
yellow, two blue and two green
L-shaped pieces, made up from
four squares; each piece has a
hole that sits in a different part
of the L for each color. The ninth

14

5
piece is purple and is made up
also from four squares, forming two staggered rectangles,
with a hole in each rectangle. 19
double-sided task sheets show
38 puzzles with varying arrangements of Coinx positions
on scenes set in spring, summer,
autumn and winter landscapes.
The task is always to place all
nine pieces on the task card.
Coinx characters must not be
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value, than the previous player,
or more cards that in total have
the same value as the previously
played ones. You must, always,
play cards of the same value in
a turn. Ghost cards have special
powers, for instance they can
represent two cards or you can
use them for various cards or
use their special effect when
playing them. If you don’t want
to play or cannot play, you retreat and draw two cards from
your deck. If it is empty, you
draw a ghost card or no card, if
ghost cards are depleted, too.
If you are out of cards in hand your stack need NOT be empty!
- you win.
Dalmuti elements are only the
bettering of the previously
played set and the card shedding; the additional mechanism
like ghost cards or varying denominations for each animal
are new, but complicate the
elegant core mechanism of The
Great Dalmuti, and your animal
heavily influences your tactic,
you soon learn how to play each
animal. þ

INFORMATION

covered, pieces cannot exceed
the task sheet and a Coinx must
always be visible through a hole
in a piece of the Coinx’ color.
For grey Coinx you must find
the suitable color yourself. All in
all, there are 22 different Coinx,
and up to ten are positioned in
a task.
Tasks come in increasing levels of difficulty; task #1 und #2
are training tasks showing the
colored pieces in correct positions to make all Coinx visible
through the holes in the pieces
of the correct color.
Components and minimum
age let one suppose a game for
children, and Coinx is absolutely
suitable for children. But adults,
too, will find the game a nice
introduction to the genre of
arrangement/position games,
offering attractive and challenging fun in thinking; tasks #37
and #38 show only grey Coinx
for which you must find holes to
peep through. Colorful, cheerful
brain teasers for all the family! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Susumu Kawasaki
Artist: Yo Tsukina
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publ.: Kawasaki Factory / Japon Brand 2018
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Card shedding
Users: With friends
Version: jp
Rules: de en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice design * Your animal
deck determines your play
* Dalmuti mechanism,
complicatedly supplemented
Compares to:
Karrierepoker, Der Große Dalmuti
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1

AGE:

5+

TIME:

var

Designer: Guy Jeandel
Artist: Vakki, Sabine Kondirolli
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Logic, puzzles, placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good for children and
adults * Cheerful, colorful
design * 38 tasks with
increasing difficulty
Compares to:
All logicus games
Other editions:
Currently none
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COUNTERFEITERS / DEADLINE t

COUNTERFEITERS

FAKE MONEY CHANGES INTO REAL ONE
As a counterfeiter with Mafia,
players print counterfeit money
and swap it for real money. The
Godfather can provide protection again police, but there is a
price on his help.
In turn, you place a henchman
for an action on a free slot:
Shopping on the Black market,
where you can acquire printers, ink, paper, holograms, diners, private jets, lottery tickets

and lawyers - print counterfeit
money, the quality depends on
the available materials - launder
money at the supermarket or
with a receiver - tax fraud - fly
to the Caribbean and pay real
money into the account (your
envelope) or withdraw many.
When all henchmen have been
played, the round ends - every
diner that you own changes a
counterfeit note into real mon-

DEADLINE

INVESTIGATIONS IN NEW YORK
As a team of investigators, you
need to solve one of twelve
crimes in New York during the
1930ties. You try to find as many
clues as possible and must afterwards answer questions about
the case, based on those clues.
As a player, you are a detective
with a special ability, which you
can use once per game.
A deck of lead cards and plot
twists is prepared according to

www.gamesjournal.at

player numbers and you receive
3-4-5 cards in case of 4-3-2 players. A case is selected and the
corresponding deck is laid out;
the introduction from the Case
Book is read and the starting
leads are pulled from the case
deck and displayed.
For an investigation round, a
clue card is selected; then you
take turns and can either play
a lead card, use your special de-

ey. When a police hat is depicted
on the slot you use, the policeman was moved one step and
might trigger an effect on some
cases: Godfather - all lose half
of their real money that is not
parked on the offshore account
- Police investigations - supermarkets spot fake money of one
quality level. Air traffic controler
strike - you cannot fly to the Caribbean.
When the policeman reaches
the last slot on the police track,
the Godfather effect is resolved
and then every player can play
one last henchman or make
use lawyers or diners or lottery
tickets. Then you win, if you own
most real money.
Mafia topic, a bit different! The
topic has been very well implemented and the mechanism
is easily accessible. The focus
is on printing fake money and
swapping it for real money; the
competing for the best slots for
henchmen is fun and the worker placement mechanism fits
the topic perfectly! þ

INFORMATION

tective ability or use a Hot Tip
marker. If you cannot do any
of the three, you must quit the
round and might have to deploy plot twists. A round ends,
when all symbols necessary for
the clue card are visible on lead
cards that were played - this
unlocks the clue and it is read or when all players hat to quit,
which is a failure and results in
discarding a bullet token or removing a clue card from play.
If there are no more clue cards
available, you need to answer
the questions from the Case
Book - the quality of your investigations is determined by the
number of correct answers and
the number of failures in the investigation rounds.
A well-made, well-working, felicitous game - the cases are okay
as is the raise in difficulty levels; the mechanisms work well,
thinking and cooperation are
necessary and the assembling
of symbols can be tiresome. If
you like that kind of game, you
might like to see more cases. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

13+

TIME:

35+

Designer: Olivier Bourgeois
Artist: Ian O’Toole
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Quined Games 2018
www.quined.nl

EVALUATION
Worker placement
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topic perfectly implemented * Mechanism easily
accessible * Short duration
Compares to:
Mafia games for
topic, worker placement for
mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: A. B. W. Dan Schnake
Artist: Glen Orbik und Team
Price: ca. 34 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Cooperative deduction
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Attractive cooperation
mechanisms * Thinking/
deduction essential * Wellchosen cases
Compares to:
Deduction games based on
revealing clues
Other editions:
WizKids (en)
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u DER VETTERNKRIEG / DICE SETTLERS

DER VETTERNKRIEG

LANCASTER VERSUS YORK
Conflict in 15th century England
between the houses of York and
Lancaster; this war was originally named The Cousin’s War,
as both houses were branches
of the Royal Family, later it was
known as the War of the Roses.
At the start, each region on the
board is equipped with one
cube for each faction; then players select a faction, take two
markers of their color into their

reserve and receive six action
cards for the round; cards types
in the game are battle cards and
event cards.
Each of the five rounds represents between five and ten
years of the war and comprises
seven phases: 1. Deal Action
cards; 2. Swap an action card
with your opponent; 3. Determine Battlefield; both players
play a face-down battle card;

DICE SETTLERS

EXPLORE NEW LANDS WITH DICE
You control settlers and use a
mix of dice management and
action selection while adhering to the 4x characteristic traits
of exploring territory, controlling region, player conflicts and
technology development.
You place tiles for the new lands
and place tents and houses on
them for points and bonuses;
tent majorities control tiles,
houses provide permanent con-

16

trol. Dice represent settlers for
various main action according
to the dice results. Techologies
are resources for points and special abilities.
A round of the game has three
phases: 1. All players draw dice
from their bag according to
their current quota; if necessary,
they put spent dice from the
spent dice area back into the
bag. Then all roll their dice and
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the earlier date on the card determines the Battlefield; 4. Players alternate to play four action
cards each, resolving either the
Primary event in the top half of
the card or use the command
points of the card for actions
- gain Troops in Reserve, add
Troops to Battlefield, move influence, place influence or remove
opponent’s influence; you must
do one of those options, you
cannot simply discard a card;
then you check if the Secondary
event of the card is available for
the opponent; 5. Resolve battle;
6. Victory check; 7. Clean-up.
If you control all regions of England at the end of a round or
control most regions after five
rounds or - in case both players control an equal number of
regions - have won most battles,
you win the game.
German edition, as the original
The Cousins’ War, this is an excellent microgame, card actions
and command points balance
the luck of the battle dice nicely.
þ

INFORMATION

can re-roll or draw additional
dice or alter a dice result. 2.In
turn, players use dice for one
and then in turn for a second
main action - recruit, explore,
settle, raid, harvest or trade. In
addition to the icons from dice
you can use icons from technologies and from controlled terrain tiles. Besides the two main
action you can do free actions
any time - factory or govern. 3.
Clean up - you move spent dice
to the area for spent dice, turn
all player markers back to their
active side r and take any player
markers off tiles.
The game ends when someone
has built five houses or all SP
markers and terrain tiles have
been used or if there are only
two or fewer dice colors in stock.
Dice settlers is a well-made representative of its genre, combines all necessary and standard
elements and plays quickly, unless you have a ponderer at the
table. The solo version merits a
special recommendation! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: David A. Mortimer
Artist: Klemens Franz, atelier198
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Frosted Games 2018
www.frosted-games.de

EVALUATION
Conflict simulation
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New review for the German
edition * Excellent micro
game * Fantastic graphics *
Lots of game play with very
few components
Compares to:
Historic conflict simulations
Other editions:
The Cousins‘ War, Surprised Stare,
2017 (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Dávid Turczi
Artist: M. Dimitrievski, A. Kopera
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: NSKN Games 2018
www.boardanddice.com

EVALUATION
4x, dice driven actions
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: de en es jp nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard elements * Very
good solo version * (c)
Image KrisKhoo85 (BGG) *
NSKN is now Board & Dice
Compares to:
Catan for topic, 4X games
with dice-driven actions
Other editions:
Jumping Turtle (nl), Last Level (es),
Schwerkraft-Verlag (de), Ten Days
Games (jp)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

DIZZLE / DON’T MESS WITH CTHULHU t

DIZZLE

PLACE DICE, MARK CASES, SCORE
You place selected dice on suitable cases which are marked
at the end of the round; those
markings give you special actions or additional points at the
end of the game.
You have a sheet for the chosen difficulty level and play as
many rounds as there are players; in each round every player
is starting player once. For a
turn, he rolls 8-7-10-13 dice for

8

1234 players and sorts them by
increasing values. Then, each
player in turn takes one dice
and puts it on a free case on his
sheet with the same dice value.
The first dice you take must be
placed orthogonally adjacent to
a previously marked case; additional dice are placed orthogonally adjacent to previously
placed dice to form a group. If
you can place a die, you must

DON’T MESS WITH CTHULHU

INVESTIGATORS VERSUS CULTISTS
Deduction for secret identities;
as an Investigator you try to
avoid Cthulhu’s awakening; as
a Cultist you want Cthulhu to
achieve world domination. Players can say anything they want
during the game; you need never tell the truth. Depending on
the number of players you use
different numbers of Investigator and Cultist characters that
are randomly assigned to play-
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ers. Each player is dealt five investigation cards, secretly looks
at them and names - truthfully
or not - the number of Elder
Signs and Cthulhu cards they
were dealt; then each player
shuffles his cards and lays them
out face-down.
Each round has as many action
as there are players, but not
necessarily one action for each
player; the active player selects

do so. If no suitable case is available, you may „jump“ and place
the die on its own as a starting
die for a new group, adjacent
to a suitable marked case with
the correct value. If you cannot place a die, you can re-roll
- and must give back an already
placed die in case of a failed
roll - or pass. If you decide to reroll, you stay in play regardless
of the result. When all passed
or all dice are placed or the last
active player ends his last turn,
you mark all cases on your sheet
with a die in them with a cross.
Special cases take effect when
marked or in the scoring at the
end of the game.
Dizzle is another example of
how you can felicitously vary
rolling dice, then placing dice
and finally marking results, providing fun to play and a good
mix of luck of the roll and tactics
in selecting and placing dice. þ

INFORMATION

an investigation in the display
of another player; all players can
give opinions and advice on his
selection, but the decision lays
with the active player; the card
- Elder Sign, Futile Investigation
or Cthulhu - is turned up and
checked for end of game; otherwise, the player whose card was
revealed becomes active player
and the card remains on display.
In maximum four rounds, the
investigators must turn up all
Elder Signs to win; the Cultists
win, if either Cthulhu is revealed
or the game ends before all Elder Signs are revealed. Necronomicon introduces a second
objects for Investigators to reveal; Objects of Power provides
six special investigation cards,
five of them are randomly selected for a game.
A fascinating game mechanism
that has been used in many versions of the game; in all versions,
discussion, clever formulating of
opinions and intensive immersion into the game provide intense fun to play. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1-4

8+

TIME:

Designer: Ralf zur Linde
Artist: Anne Pätzke
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2019
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Place dice, mark cases
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanisms
nicely varied * Good mix of
luck, interaction and tactic
* Simple rules
Compares to:
Dice placement in general
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

4-8

AGE:

14+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Yusuke Sato und Team
Artist: Brandt Peters und Team
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publ.: Indie Boards & Cards 2018
www.indieboardsandcards.com

EVALUATION
Deduction, secret identities
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Deluxe version, first edition
2014 * Differently themed
version of TimeBomb *
Highly interesting game
mechanism
Compares to:
TimeBomb and other games on
secret identities
Other editions:
Currently none, earlier versions at Indie Boards & Cards (2014), New Board
Game Party, Schmidt Spiele (2016)
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PRESENTATION

u DRACHENSCHRECK / FAST FORWARD: FATAL

DRACHENSCHRECK

FREE CASTLE RESIDENTS
Dragons besiege the castle and
want to hold residents hostage,
but all residents are needed for
the celebration, so you need to
free them and chase away dragons with the correct dice roll
results. Dragon tiles are set in a
row, the well is laid out and juggler tiles are stacked openly. All
20 resident tiles are shuffled and
then you place one next to each
of the dragon tiles.

4

The active player has maximum
four rolls; for his first roll, all dice
are used. Dice with black as a
result are placed on the well
tile, they are not re-rolled in this
turn. If additional colors were
rolled, you select one color and
put all dice showing that color
on the corresponding dragon
tile; silver is a joker for all colors.
You can only place one color in
each roll and it must be a color

FAST FORWARD: FATAL

ANOTHER FABLE GAME
The 4th game in the Fast Forward series, based on the Fable
concept. Games using this concept feature pre-sorted stacks
of cards, which are used according to the individual game and
introduce all cards and rules in
several games, played one after the other. You can interrupt
play, continue at any time or begin again with another group of
players. In Fast Forward Games,

18

10
you do not read any rules at all,
but begin to play from the first
card on.
Fatal / Fortune is game about
points, featuring the topic of
Slot Machines; will there be a
new high score on the cards?
You not only need high numbers, however, but also the right
bonus points.
You put the pre-sorted, unshuffled stack of number cards,
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that was not yet placed in this
turn. Dice not set on dragon or
well tiles can be re-rolled; if you
achieve only black results or
colors that you cannot set aside
anymore, the roll and the turn
are a failure and you cannot free
a resident, but receive a juggler
as consolation. If you managed
to place all dice or do not want
to risk a re-roll, you tale all residents from frightened dragons
- those with dice on them - and
new residents are placed. When
there are not enough residents
left to fill all dragon tiles, you
add up all stars on residents you
freed and on jugglers and win
with the highest total.
Stop or continue with risk, implemented for four-year-olds;
better to have two residents
with many stars than to risk a
failure lose all. A pretty variation
of a familiar mechanism, suitable for the targeted age group.
þ

INFORMATION

number cards with additional
text and rule cards on the table
and do what the first card tells
you; still simple - select a starting player who turns the card
over and reads out the first rule
- still not very exciting - all draw
a number card in turn until, well,
until the next rule card turns
up with new rules for drawing
cards, end of round and how to
win the round.
Now you can continue to play
another round and learn new
rules and stop to continue at
any time later or sort the deck
for a new start. If you continue
to play, at some point cards
with special rules appear that
are played immediately and are
valid till the next special rule appears, and so on and so on until
the final card tells you to shuffle
the discard pile and you know
all the rules.
Another nice implementation
of the concept in this 4th game
of the series, the topic and the
gameplay go well together; an
ideal game for immediate access without reading rules! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Benjamin Schwer
Artist: Marina Rachner
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
rolling dice, risk
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Simple rules *
Familiar mechanisms
Compares to:
Dice games with risks in
re-rolling
Other editions:
Currently no

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Artist: Harald Lieske
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: 2F-Spiele 2018
www.2f-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Cards, Fast Forward
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr jp nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Interesting concept *
Playable immediately and
again and again * Attractive
topic, suits the concept * (c)
Image Cliquenabend
Compares to:
Fast Forward Flucht, Furcht or
Festung
Other editions:
2f-Spiele (nl), Archlight (jp), Edge
Entertainment (es fr), Stronghold (en)
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PRESENTATION

GREAT WESTERN TRAIL / HAKENSCHLAGEN t

GREAT WESTERN TRAIL

RAILS TO THE NORTH

You herd cattle to Kansas City
and load it into trains. You have
a starting herd; neutral buildings are laid out on the board
and you have three steps per
turn. On your own and on neutral buildings you can do the
main location action(s) – buy
cows, build, swap cows for money, upgrade trains, etc. - or do an
Auxiliary action; on opponents’
sing buildings or on danger tiles

you can do only an auxiliary action. In Kansas City you replenish the tile display, sell your herd
– the more colors in it, the more
it is worth – mark a city crest for
the delivery and begin a new
trail with a new herd. Cowboys,
workers and engineers improve
building performance.
In der expansion Rails to the
North, the area of business expands; you use private build-

HAKENSCHLAGEN

ZIG-ZAGGING TO WIN THE RACE
A racetrack of five lanes for
maximum five hares is made up
from 19 rows. Players prepare
the starting set-up together: The
fox is put into the middle case
of the board and the trees are
placed on random cases but not
adjacent to each other. Orange,
green and yellow discs represent carrots, salads and dandelions, are randomly distributed
on the board, but not placed

www.gamesjournal.at

8

on starting row 1 or turnaround
row 19, and do not change position during the game. Players‘
hares are positioned in row 1.
The active player draws three
marbles from the bag. Their
colors determine the moves of
your hare - for each green, yellow or orange marble you move
it to one spot of the same color
or on an empty spot for a beige
marble; in any order and in a

ings, extended player boards
and new station master tokens
as well as a new rail track system on an expansion board
for the main board. The most
important new action is setting
up a branchlet, usually as part
of a single or double auxiliary
action; the left disc is unlocked
immediately; the right one
can be unlocked by the usual
means, but at a cost of 2$. The
location must be available - it
must be connected via a track
either to Kansas City or to a city
crest on the delivery track with
your marker on it or to another
city where you have a branchlet. Placing a branchlet triggers
varying actions depending on
the branchlet location. From
Kansas City you can deliver to
any city crest where you have a
branchlet.
An excellent expansion for an
excellent game; the importance
of the craftsmen increases a bit.
All in all the expansion makes
the game even more challenging and strategic. þ

INFORMATION

straight line, forward, but also
sideways or backwards. You can
enter the same spot more than
once in your move. Then the
marbles go back into the bag. A
black marble introduces a mole
hill to the board onto empty
spots, but not on rows 1 and 19;
hares can jump over mole hills
and other hares. The red marble
moves the fox - if he sits next to
one or several hares, you can
only draw one marble to move
such a hare. The fox, too, cannot be placed into starting row
1 and turnaround row 19. Two
marbles of the same color are
jokers for another color. Upon
arriving at row 19, a hare turns
around; whichever one arrives
back at row 1 first, wins.
A very beautiful game in every
aspect; the components of glass
and wood are classy and attractive, the rules are simple, the
mechanisms are well-chosen
and offer the exactly right mix
of chance and tactic for a family
game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

150+

Designer: Alexander Pfister
Artist: Andreas Resch
Price: ca. 25 Euro
P: Plan B Games / eggertspiele / Pegasus 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Aufbau
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr pl ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very well working expansion * Intensified strategies
* Exchange tokens provide
new cards
Compares to:
Great Western Rails
Other editions:
Ediciones MasQueOca (es), Lacerta
(pl), Plan B / eggertspiele (en, fr),
Zvezda (ru)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Dieter Stein
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 59 Euro
P: Gerhards Spiel und Design 2018
www.spiel-und-design.eu

EVALUATION
Racing, positioning
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Classy components *
Simple rules * Felicitous
mix of chance and tactic
Compares to:
Race games with obstacles
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u HELLTOKEN: / HEMPELS SOFA

HELLTOKEN:

REMOTE CONTROL ROBOT
Intense rivalry for ownership
and control of a robot. Evil organizations try to destroy opposing bases and find their own.
You select one organization and
take the four remote control
card for your organization. Then
each player deploys four base
cards face-down and players
look at opposing base cards and
makes a note of locations.
A player’s turn comprises: 1.

12

Facultative - name password
by naming all locations of your
own bases, maximum twice in
a game. 2. Move robot three
steps, the opponent can play
remote control cards to move
the robot by one step for each
card or not play a card and reveal all used remote control
cards again. 3. Draw one action
card, resolve its eventual special
effect and then roll a die for at-

HEMPELS SOFA

MESS AT HEMPELS’

The mess at Hempels‘ is proverbial! The room is set out with
board, sofa, table and sideboard; the board shows a lot
of junk in separate cases; every
player is dealt chaos cards for
his card holder, the remaining
chaos cards are stacked on the
table on the board.
The active player takes the
Hugo Hempel piece, reveals the
top chaos card from the stack

20

5
and puts the floor lamp on the
case showing the item on the
card. The right neighbor of the
active player selects a colored
corner of the board and places
the revealed chaos card there.
Hugo begins his movement in
this corner. The active player
holds Hugo at the head piece
and turns and twists him in a
way that one foot touches a
new case, moving towards the
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tack; the attack value = damage
equals the dice result plus damage adjustment value of the action card. The robot attacks the
eight cases surrounding him,
in case of border locations less
cases. From the attacked cases
you select a number equal to
the damage value. Players then
check im bases were damaged
and may have to remove endurance markers from damaged
bases.
You win, if you damage an opposing base to reduce its endurance to 5 or less, or if you
correctly name the location of
all your own bases - remember,
you have only two tries! In the
advanced version you have a
special agent with special ability, which usually can be used
once.
Battleship reversed - you must
find your own bases and destroy opposing ones, provided
you have good dice results and
robot movement for efficient attacks on opposing bases; however, attacks that too obviously
avoid certain positions are not
good tactical moves. þ

INFORMATION

floor lamp; Hugo can enter a
case several times on his way,
but may of course not step on
sofa, table or sideboards. Should
Hugo step on a case with an
item depicted on the chaos card
of another player, this player
calls stop and Hugo’s movement ends. He is passed to the
next player who begins again
in the same corner. When Hugo
reaches the floor lamp, the active player takes the card for his
holder and puts another card
from his holder down openly,
this blocking an additional case
for Hugo. If Hugo enters such a
case, any player can call „stop“.
If you take your 4th chaos card,
you win.
Hempel twists and turns, one
foot in the case with the lamp
is sufficient! With every item
reached the task becomes
more difficult, because an additional case is blocked. An attractive challenge for memory
and route planning with pretty
components of the usual high
Haba quality, with good rules
that provide a lot of fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-3

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Kyo Tumuki und Team
Artist: Takahashi Kurihara
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publ.: Ram Clear / Japon Brand 2018
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Deduction
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en jp
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Reversed version Battleship
* Includes variant for three
players * Includes 3-player
variant
Compares to:
Battleship and other location deduction games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Marco Teubner
Artist: Timo Grubing
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2019
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Memo, route planning
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Increasing difficulty during
the game * Pretty components with 3D furniture *
Good, simple rules
Compares to:
Movement games with
forbidden track segments
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

HOCHSPANNUNG / HONEYCOMBS t

HOCHSPANNUNG

5 OR 6 FOR 7 X 8

61 cards show two numbers between 0 and 8 in their corners
- The numbers in the four corners of a card are identical - and
carry a multiplication task in the
middle, ranging from 2x3 to 9x9.
The cards are dealt evenly to all
players, the one remaining card
is displayed openly. Every player
stacks his cards face-down and
draws four of them in hand
without looking at them. On a

10
starting signal, you check your
cards and all then try to discard
cards as fast as they can, based
on the multiplication tasks and
corner numbers: If you have a
card in hand that shows a corner number that is equal to a
number that is part of the multiplication task result - for the
result of 6x6 you can discard
a card showing a 3 or 6 in the
corner - you name the result of

HONEYCOMBS

HONEYBEES FOR JOKERS
Honeycombs - 52 hexagonal
tiles remind one of honeycombs; each of the tiles carries
six symbols in a unique arrangement along the edges. Those
hexagons need to be placed in
a way that symbols on adjacent
edges are the same. The honeybee symbol is a joker and can be
placed next to any other symbol. The more correlation you
can place the more points you

www.gamesjournal.at
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will score.
The rules offer three version to
play, you always score one point
for each correlation plus five
points for each „heart“ piece at
the center of six other tiles minus one point for each tile left in
your stock.
Die fleißigen Arbeiterinnen - Tiles
are handed out evenly and
face-down, an eventual rest
goes out of play. On a signal all

the multiplication and discard
the card. If two players name
the result at the same time, the
player who was fastest to place
his card may leave it on the pile,
the other one must take it back.
As soon as a card was placed on
the pile, the multiplication task
of this card is valid for discarding
cards. You can draw from your
pile at any time. If nobody can
discard a card and cannot draw
cards, all put down their cards
face-down, the bottom-most
card of the discard pile is put on
top and play continues. If you
are down to one card, you put
this card face-down on the pile
and win.
For a tournament you play four
games and score one penalty
point for each card left in your
hand.
You need quick reactions and
even quicker calculations and
must also remember cards in
hand - rather thrilling and challenging, as the title indicates. þ

INFORMATION

players turn over their tile and
place them so that all edges
that touch each other show the
same symbol, you are, however,
allowed a connection of two
tiles over one edge only once in
your hive.
Whoever is done first, calls
Honeycombs and all note their
points; you win with most
points after three such rounds.
Ein gigantischer Bienenstock - All
place, in turn, one of their three
tiles into a common hive, and
draw a new tile from the bag.
Tiles with an ability symbol give
you double points or an extra
turn or enable you to steal a
turn. Bienenstock-Puzzle - All
tiles are displayed openly and all
players as a team construct the
hive from all those tiles; all play
simultaneously and it is allowed
to relocate tiles within the hive.
An attractive, well-made variation of the familiar edges-mustcorrelate mechanisms; not new
but pretty, offering three wellworking game modes and lots
of interaction; the game is fun
and is a lovely filler. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Maureen Hiron
Artist: Antje Stephan
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2019
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Arithmetic, reaction
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Interesting game idea *
Quick calculating and quick
reactions are essential *
Can be combined with
Unter Spannung
Compares to:
Unter Spannung, card-shedding
games in general
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-8

AGE:

7+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Dave Clarke
Artist: Dave Clark, Holly Clarke
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Tile placement, edge correlation
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr hu it sk en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty design * Standard
core mechanism * Three
nice versions
Compares to:
Carcassonne and other
placement games about correlating
edges
Other editions:
4 Sisters Games (en)
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PRESENTATION

u ISLE OF SKYE DRUIDEN / JUST ONE

ISLE OF SKYE DRUIDEN

GET ASSISTANCE FROM DRUID POWERS
Clan Chieftains rival for the
crown; if you manage your
land best you will be crowned
king with most victory points.
A round starts with income
from castle and whisky. Then
you draw three tiles, mark one
for discarding and assign gold
to the others, both behind your
screen, then you set the screen
aside. Now each player can buy
one tile from any other player

for the sum assigned to the tile,
or pass; tiles that were not sold
are kept by their owners. Then
you add your tiles of the round
to your land and score them
according to the active scoring tiles of the round. After six
rounds you score scrolls in your
land.
Druiden introduces a Dolmen
board, six new scoring tiles they are shuffled with those of

JUST ONE

ONE WORD, ONE GUESS
All players versus the game, you
want to guess as many secrets
words as possible. You stack 13
random cards for a game, and
you have a board and pen. The
active player draws a card, puts
it out unseen for the other players to see on his board and then
names a number between 1
and 5 to determine the word he
must guess from the card.
The other players now secretly

22

8

write down a clue for this word
on their boards, they cannot
not confer among each other
and the clue can only be one
word - a number, name, abbreviation, sound presentation or
special characters are deemed
to be a word. Spelling versions
and a translation into another
language are forbidden as are
words with the same word stem
or invented words and also
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the core game - and ten stone
tablets for special effects - you
receive such a tablet one when
you place a druid tile depicting
this tablet. Five of 36 new druid
tiles are displayed on the Dolmen board, the rest is stacked.
The purchase phase has now
two turns: In the first turn, you
buy a tile from another player,
as usual, and take remaining
tiles. In the second turn, you buy
a druid tile from the Dolmen
board - with a fixed price plus a
surcharge for its position on the
board - or buy a landscape tile
from the bag. At the end of the
round, the rightmost tile on the
Dolmen board is removed, the
rest is shifted and a new tile is
placed in the leftmost position.
Druiden an be combined with
the Journeyman expansion.
Basically, this expansion boosts
the offers in the buying phase,
albeit with very powerful and
high-scoring effects that fit very
nicely and harmoniously into
the core game. þ

INFORMATION

words of similar sound, but different meaning - e.g. beat and
bead.
When all have written their clue,
the active player closes his eyes;
all others compare clues; identical or invalid clues are removed;
variants of the same word, e.g.
prince and princess, are invalid,
too.
Then the active player has exactly one guess based on the
remaining clues. If he succeeds,
the card remains on the table
openly; if not, the card is taken
out of play together with one
of the remaining still unused
cards. When all 13 cards have
been used, players check their
cooperative joint achievement
in the chart.
Nice, entertaining and not too
easy - how creative can a clue be
to be not invalid and yet be clear
enough to serve as a real clue does SMS make you think of
mobile phones or a message? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

75+

Designer: A. Pfister, A. Pelikan
Artist: atelier198
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2018
www.lookout-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Development, place, bid
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Harmonious extension *
Needs experienced players
for optimum use * Can be
used alone or in combination with Wanderer
Compares to:
Isle of Skye
Other editions:
Funforge (fr), Lookout (en)

PLAYERS:

3-7

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: L. Roudy, B. Sautter
Artist: E. Azagury, F. Poullet
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publ.: Repos Production 2018
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Cooperation, guess words
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Cute game idea * Needs
weighing of creativity
versus comprehensibility *
Plays quickly * Good party
game * (c) Image jlele (GG)
Compares to:
First game with this mechanisms
combination
Other editions:
Repos (cn, en, es, fr, it, nl), Rebel (pl)
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PRESENTATION

KINGDOM RUN / KNAPP DANEBEN t

KINGDOM RUN

RACE FOR THE CROWN
Every 100 years, the King holds
a race for all clans of Ewala, the
winning clan will provide the
king for the next century. A race
track of five tiles is laid out, start
and finish on opposing ends
and the track must feature at
least three lakes.
Four runners for each clan are
at the start. You roll four dice for
possible actions and can re-roll
once. You may do the same ac-

7
tion maximum twice a turn, can
move opposing runners and
each case of the track has room
for four runners.
Actions are: Disband - you take
any one to four runners from
a slot, place one onto the next
free slot and the other ones on
the respective nearest free slot
after that.
Catch Up - you select any runner
- not the one in the lead - and

KNAPP DANEBEN

BEST WITH A DIFFERENCE OF 1!
Close to the mark does not indicate a near miss here, but the
aim of the game which is to be
as close as possible to a desirable result, which is a number
that only differs by one from an
adjacent number already entered.
The game features five dice in
five colors red, blue, green, yellow and black; all players take a
scoring sheet, select one of the
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five colors and mark the color on
their scoring sheet; each player
must select a different color.
One player rolls all five dice, the
result is valid for all players and
is used by all of them: Every
player for himself sums up the
result value of the dice in his
color plus the result value of any
of the four other dice and enters
the total into a free case of one
of the two dice colors - only the

advance it to the next runner
in front of it; this can be a runner behind the finish line. Bathing - you move one runner into
the next lake or move a runner
one step out of a lake. Two Victory Points - you steal a victory
token from another player. Lull/
Awaken a Runner - you turn an
awake runner to the sleeping
side or wake up a sleeping runner; the last awake runner of a
player cannot be put to sleep!
Carbon Copy - you copy the action of another dice result.
When all slots on the winners‘
podium are taken, the game
ends and you add points for
runners across the finish lines,
runners still on the track according to the marker in their case
and two points for each victory
point token.
Kingdom Run is a cute race
game with enchanting graphics
and quite a lot of tactic, providing also tactical practice from
using the action in the best possible sequence; a very felicitous
family game. þ

INFORMATION

dice color is important, you can
select any row with a free case
of that color. When two adjacent numbers in a row differ by
one, you mark the small case between those numbers.
When all 25 colored cases a filled
- each row has one case for each
color, albeit in different order in
each row - you score for marked
in-between cases; there is also
a separate table on the scoring
sheet on which you mark one
case in sequence for each 3, 4,
10 and/or 11 that you entered
on your sheet, and mark two
cases for each 2 and/or 12 that
you entered. When you marked
all possible cases for any such
numbers, you score the number
of points visible in the next free
case in sequence in the table.
Very well made and really close
to the mark in being very good!
A simple game that is fun to play
and ideally suited as a travel
game due to being packed into
a tin. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Eric Claverie
Artist: Jiahui Eva Gao
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Ankama 2018
www.ankama.com

EVALUATION
Race, dice result movement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en fr nl es
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting, Ankama-type
graphics * Many tactical
decisions * Good introduction to tactical use of dice
results
Compares to:
Race game using dice for movement
action
Other editions:
Ankama (en es fr)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: A. Kuhnekath-Häbler
Artist: VISID
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice, result marking
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very simple rules * Some
tactics possible * Handy,
sturdy travel edition
Compares to:
Dice game with marking
results
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u KNASTER / KRASSE KACKE

KNASTER

… TOTALLY THRILLING!
Knaster follows Knister - again
you try to fill a 5x5 grid on your
sheet - this time the slots are
green and the diagonals are
again marked in darker color
- with numbers to achieve scoring combinations in rows, columns and diagonals. The sheet
also shows possible scoring
combinations and scores for
each correct, completely filled
row, column or diagonal.

8

The active player rolls two dice,
names the sum of both results
and all players either enter this
number into any free slot on
their grid or may circle that
number if it has already been
entered. All further rounds are
played in the same way. If you
have completely filled a row,
column or diagonal with numbers and have achieved a scoring result - three, four or five

KRASSE KACKE

WHO DID IT?

Which pet and, more important,
whose pet, pooped in the living
room? Each player holds a set of
six cards of a color, showing six
different animals - bunny, cat,
hamster, parrot, gold fish and
turtle.
The first player selects a card
from his set, puts it down openly, names the animal it shows
and accuses any type of animal
of having pooped; for instance,

24

6
he puts down his turtle and
might say “my turtle did not
poop in the middle of the living room, the goldfish did it”.
All players now play their own
goldfish cards as quickly as they
can, of course with the exception of the player who accused
the goldfish. The fastest player
leaves his goldfish on top of the
first card in the middle - his goldfish is cleared of suspicion - and
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identical numbers, two doubles,
Full House of triplet + double
or a straight of five numbers you immediately circle as many
numbers as your sheet indicates
for the result. If fewer numbers
are not yet circled, you circle
what’s possible. For a scoring
result numbers need not be in
correct sequence - 5-9-7-8-6
would be a correct straight. If
someone has filled all 25 slots in
the grid, all others can use one
last roll and then you score the
indicated number of points for
each row, column or diagonal
with circled numbers only and
one point for each circled number in the grid.
In the solitaire version you try to
top your own score - 50+ points
are good, 80+ points are excellent and a score of more than
100 points is spectacular.
Just like Knister, Knaster provides simple and yet thrilling and
challenging dice fun for any
number of players, and remember, imitating your neighbor
only results in a tie! þ

INFORMATION

this player can now accuse another animal of his choice, even a
goldfish again. All other players
take back their card. If you were
able to shed all your cards, you
are out of play for the round
and remain poop-marker-free. If
nobody can play a card for the
currently accused animal, the
owner of the top animal on the
pile - the obvious culprit - must
take a poop marker. All players
take back their set of cards and
a new round begins. If you must
take your third marker, you have
lost the game. The winner is the
player with the fewest marker,
and there can be several joint
winners.
An absolutely felicitous mix of
reaction and memory, and incredibly funny, too; the animal
drawings are enchanting and
lots of laughter is raised from
the explanations why the goldfish must have done it or why
the turtle cannot have done it.
A really good family game and
an absolute winner for a party
game! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

SPIELER:

1-12

ALTER:

8+

DAUER:

15+

Autor: Markus Schleininger und Team
Grafiker: Oliver Freudenreich
Preis: ca. 9 Euro
Verlag: nsv 2019
www.nsv.de

BEWERTUNG
Dice, result marking
Zielgruppe: Für Familien
Version: de
Regeln: de en
Text im Spiel: nein
Kommentar:
Sequel to Knister * Simple
rules * Quickly played * For
any number of players *
Identical chances for all
Vergleichbar:
Dice games with individual
result use by each player
Andere Ausgaben:
Currently none

SPIELER:

3-6

ALTER:

6+

DAUER:

15+

Autor: Jonathan Favre-Godal
Grafiker: S. Augier, J. Wiese
Preis: ca. 7 Euro
Verlag: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

BEWERTUNG
Reaction, memory
Zielgruppe: Für Familien
Version: de
Regeln: cn de dk en es fi fr it
nl no pl pt se
Text im Spiel: nein
Kommentar:
Enchanting illustrations *
Good mix of mechanisms
* Causes spontaneous,
creative excuses
Vergleichbar:
Reaction games for card shedding
Andere Ausgaben:
Blue Orange (en es fr it nl pt), Lautapelit (dk fi no se), One Moment (cn),
Rebel (pl), Ludito (es pt)
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PRESENTATION

KROSS THE WORDZ / LIFESTYLE t

KROSS THE WORDZ

LETTERS IN A GRID

You are asked to enter letters
into a grid to create correct
words of as many letters as
possible. 26 letter cards are on
display, and every player draws
one of 24 theme cards. The active player names a letter; all
players enter that letter into
an empty slot of their choice
in their own 6x6 grid to create
long, correct words horizontally as well as vertically; reading
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goes from left to right and top
to bottom, never diagonally. As
usual, you cannot use abbreviations and names and must use
words in their basic form, even
verbs. Several words in a row or
column are possible, but cannot
overlap for scoring. The same
letter, however, can be part of
a horizontal and vertical word.
You can reject a letter by taking
its card from the middle; if the

LIFESTYLE

ESTATE AGENT SCORES FOR HOUSES
Wealth acquired by rolling dice!
Good dice results give you cards
for your impressive lifestyle houses and cars, jobs and love
score points, animals give you
chips for actions and sports
cards can be used to improve
dice results.
72 cards are shuffled, nine form
a display in three rows of three
cards each. In your turn you
can - if there are less than nine
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cards on display - discard chips
to replenish the display. Then
you use one of two options: 1.
Take cards from the display for
your dice zone - any single one
or a complete row or column.
2. You roll dice to meet card requirements in your dice zone.
You name a card and roll the
indicated number of dice. Chips
and sport cards can be used to
modify the result, an animal

letter is called a second time,
you hand the card back and
must enter the letter. If you want
to reject a letter and the card is
with another player, you take
the card from him. In a turn, only
one player may reject the letter;
you may, however, have several
letter cards at the same time.
If someone has filled all 36 slots,
he scores three bonus points;
the others continue to play until one player is left who then
selects one final letter. Then you
score correct words in columns
and rows according to their
length, each word only once,
and score three bonus points
for a word that fits your theme
card. If you have letter cards
laid out, they score one penalty
point each.
Kross the Wordz is a nice version of familiar mechanism,
the rejecting/then compulsory
entering of letters is a challenging detail that makes the letter
selection even more tactical. þ

INFORMATION

card gives you a chip immediately. If you achieve the result
indicated on the card, the card
is resolved. If you manage to resolve all cards in your dice zone
within one single turn, you put
all those cards into your scoring zone. A failed roll gives you
a chip and you can discard any
number of cards from your dice
zone. Your turn ends and no
cards go into the scoring zone.
When the dice zone of one player and the display are empty,
you win with most points from
sets and interactions of cards in
your scoring zone, for instance
sets of three animals or any
number of different houses;
jobs give you points for corresponding cards, e.g. Trainer for
sports cards, etc.
Despite a little tactic in taking
cards and possible modifications of dice results, the deciding factor at the end is the luck
of the dice roll; who rolls best
will achieve his combinations
and win. But it’s a dice game,
isn’t it? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Michael Feldkötter
Artist: Kreativbunker
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2019
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Word finding
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice variant * Sophisticated
rule details * Good vocabulary training
Compares to:
Word finding games with
letter and topic parameters
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: not named
Artist: Aki Röll
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Roll dice for cards
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Interesting graphics *
Simple rules * Nearly completely chance-driven
Compares to:
Dice games about meeting
scores
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u LIFESTYLE / MAGNIFICENT FLYING MACHINES

LIFESTYLE

ESTATE AGENT SCORES FOR HOUSES
Wealth acquired by rolling dice!
Good dice results give you cards
for your impressive lifestyle houses and cars, jobs and love
score points, animals give you
chips for actions and sports
cards can be used to improve
dice results.
72 cards are shuffled, nine form
a display in three rows of three
cards each. In your turn you
can - if there are less than nine

10

cards on display - discard chips
to replenish the display. Then
you use one of two options: 1.
Take cards from the display for
your dice zone - any single one
or a complete row or column.
2. You roll dice to meet card requirements in your dice zone.
You name a card and roll the
indicated number of dice. Chips
and sport cards can be used to
modify the result, an animal

MAGNIFICENT FLYING MACHINES

FLY FOR HONOR AND PRICE MONEY
Aircrafts from the pioneer days
of aviation race each other for
victory points. The track is laid
out with airfields, meadows,
mountains, cities and water;
the dashboard has information
and room for cards. Landing on
required terrain or transporting freight and passengers or
successful flight maneuvers
provide victory points, based
on a balanced strategy made

26

up from combinations of pilot
achievements and possibilities
provided by the machine.
In a round, you have one turn
comprising two action phases;
you can decide to resolve different actions or resolve the same
action twice. Action options
are Repair and scavenge - Take
off - Flying - Perform trick maneuvers - Gain altitude - Landing. Boost cards and trick cards
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card gives you a chip immediately. If you achieve the result
indicated on the card, the card
is resolved. If you manage to resolve all cards in your dice zone
within one single turn, you put
all those cards into your scoring zone. A failed roll gives you
a chip and you can discard any
number of cards from your dice
zone. Your turn ends and no
cards go into the scoring zone.
When the dice zone of one player and the display are empty,
you win with most points from
sets and interactions of cards in
your scoring zone, for instance
sets of three animals or any
number of different houses;
jobs give you points for corresponding cards, e.g. Trainer for
sports cards, etc.
Despite a little tactic in taking
cards and possible modifications of dice results, the deciding factor at the end is the luck
of the dice roll; who rolls best
will achieve his combinations
and win. But it’s a dice game,
isn’t it? þ

INFORMATION

influence the race, boost cards
support your own enterprise,
trick cards are hindering your
opponents. Playing boost and
trick cards and loading/unloading of freight and passengers do
not use up an action phase. At
the end of the round a weather
change card is revealed and the
weather parts are adjusted accordingly.
Some maneuvers demand a
passing a test for take-off, flying
or landing, you need to roll the
requested symbols to pass the
test. Victory points are accrued
by mastering tasks, transporting
freight and passengers, and so
on. When the necessary number
of aircrafts in relation to player
numbers has reached the finish, all players add their victory
points minus damage makers
and undelivered special freight.
Beautiful, atmospheric, cute
characters, modular board for
new tracks and challenges - a
wonderful game with high replay value and quite some strategy despite the chance factor
from rolling dice for tests. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: not named
Artist: Aki Röll
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Roll dice for cards
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Interesting graphics *
Simple rules * Nearly completely chance-driven
Compares to:
Dice games about meeting
scores
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

150+

Designer: Richard Denning
Artist: A. Schneider, M. Comben
Price: ca. 48 Euro
Publisher: Medusa Games 2018
www.medusagames.co.uk

EVALUATION
Planes, races
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Modular board * Strategic
despite intense dice use *
High replay value
Compares to:
Complex race games on
variable terrain
Other editions:
Currently none
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MONOPOLY GAMER MARIO KART / MONSTER MEISTER t

MONOPOLY GAMER MARIO KART

LUIGI OR PRINCESS PEACH
Monopoly variant, based on the
Mario Kart games - you play as
Mario, Princess Peach, Luigi or
Toad; each player selects their
favorite character and receives
coins of a total value of 10 for
their starting capital. The active
player rolls dice, moves his character and resolves the effect of
the target case.
In this version, however, you do
not win with most money or

8

as the last one in play, but with
most points; and these points
are acquired by buying real estate slots, collecting coins and
winning races.
In your turn, you roll the standard die and the Power Up die
and move your character, collecting all coins on cases you
enter and activating the ability
on the Power Up die, you can
do those action in any order you

MONSTER MEISTER

THERE CAN BE ONLY ONE!
Memorize monsters to get rid
of them! The game features 64
monster cards in four sets of 16
cards with identical backsides,
eight Strays cards and 12 task
cards. You take a monster set,
shuffle it and hand it to your left
neighbor without looking at it,
who arranges them in 1 4x4 grid,
face-down and without looking
at them. Strays are stacked and
one of ten task cards used for a
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game is revealed.
Now all reveal monster cards
in their grid until the task is
completed - for instance, one
double monster appears - and
count their score from eyes and
colors. Who has most points
is monster memorizer of the
round and puts an open card
from his display underneath
the strays. Whoever has fewest
points is monster catcher and

want. If you finish your move on
the super star case, you activate
the unique super star ability of
your character. If you must enter a case with a banana chip,
you must stop and resolve the
case. If you cross LOS, you trigger a Super Mario Kart Cup race:
the top Grand Prix card is turned
up; if you want to participate,
you pay the fee - then all roll the
die in turn and you win with the
highest result. If you win, you
keep the card and score points,
participating in a race gives bonuses. While in jail, you cannot
participate in races; by paying
five coins or rolling a 6, you can
get out of jail. If you are out of
coins and have to pay, you must
sell real estate lots; if you have
neither coins nor lots, nothing
happens. When the last race has
been run, you win with most
points.
Monopoly meets Nintendo double fun to play in a familiar
guise, and yet featuring clever
new details suited to the special
topic. þ

INFORMATION

draws a card with a backside
different from his own from the
strays deck; if this is not possible
for all monster catchers, no one
gets a card in this round. The
card you drew is added to your
display horizontally or vertically.
Then all cards in the displays are
turned over again and a new
task is revealed.
When ten tasks have been
played you win if you have
fewest monsters of your own
backside color in your display.
When the task „competition of
monster tamers“ is revealed,
the active player names a color
or a number of eyes. You are
out of the round if you cannot
meet that demand; the first one
to go out is monster catcher of
the round. This is then repeated
until only one player remains in
play, he is monster memorizer
of the round.
A tricky little memo game on
monster colors and number of
monster eyes; both traits provide points and demand excellent memory and tactics in
deciding between many or few
points, if possible. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

90+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2018
www.hasbro.at

EVALUATION
Roll & move, Nintendo
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Monopoly on a Nintendo
topic * Power Up Die *
Playing pieces with special
abilities
Compares to:
Monopoly Gamer, all other
Monopoly variants
Other editions:
Hasbro (cn en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Maja and Amelie Dorn
Artist: Angela Kommoß
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2018
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Memo
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute, good monster
drawings * Needs excellent
memo capability * Tactic in
making many of few points
Compares to:
Memo games in general
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u MONSTRITE / MOPSEN

MONSTRITE

PRODUCE MONSTERS FOR BATTLE
Monsters are the latest hype
for business and show business, but their creators want to
rule the world with them. The
first phase of the game is the
production part for production
and selling of monsters. You can
add a new machine, or use machines and energy + Monstrite
to produce a monster or, using
Monstrite + another monster, to
produce special white or black

monsters. Another option is to
provide energy, sell monsters
for points according to contract
cards or draw Monstrite from
the bag. When the end of phase
condition is triggered - last
Monstrite token was drawn or
there is no more Monstrite of a
specific color or the last contract
of a stack has been completed you fight in the Final Battle part
of the game.

MOPSEN

BONES FOR THE FEEDING BOWL
Pugs want to grab bones, cats
interfere. 56 cards show pugs or
cats, plus always a certain number of bones. Each player receives a feeding bowl card and
the Jostling cards are placed
in a random order at the start;
they determine the ranking and
therefore the strength of cards
in the respective colors, even for
cat cards!
A round comprises several

28

8

tricks; the leading player plays
pug or cat; if a pug was played,
you need to follow suit; if you
cannot do that you can play any
card; a cat can be played at any
time, even if you could follow
suit. When a cat card was led,
there is no following color suit
in this trick. Each player puts the
card he played next to his feeding bowl.
Color ranking and card value

ISSUE 527/528 / MARCH/APRIL 2019

First, you take - in descending
order of positions on the track
- monster tokens of your choice
from the three areas Factory,
Entertainment and Arena, depending on your position on
the track. Then you fight for the
battle card on display and already see the card for the next
battle. You take between zero
and five monsters in hand, reveal them and the monsters you
bid are accorded strength in relation to the current battle card.
Then you decide if you continue
to fight or withdraw and can use
trick cards - you can play one
or two and they can have effects on yourself, or on another
player, or on all players. After
five such battles you win with
most points from both parts of
the game.
Chance, chance, chance and a
high potential for frustration,
as phase one can be over too
quickly if too many players draw
Monstrite; the trick cards render
the bidding even more unpredictable. þ

INFORMATION

within the color decide the winner of the trick; the winner puts
the winning card on his feeding
bowl; the player who played the
card of least value changes the
jostling order according to the
card he played, discards the card
he played and takes of the remaining cards that were played
in this round; remaining cards
go to the discard pile. If someone is out of cards, the round
ends and all note the number
of bones on cards in their feeding bowl plus one point for each
card in hand. If you could not
take a trick, you note the number of bones printed on your
feeding bowl card. As soon as
a card is placed on the feeding
bowl, the bones on the feeding
bowl card do NOT count! After
three rounds you win with most
points.
A cute game with a cute design
and a sophisticated, interesting
trick-winning mechanism - neat,
easy, quickly played, well-made
and attractive, to pug owners
and non-pug owners alike! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

90+

Designer: R. R. Appino, P. Zizzi
Artist: M. Barbati, Tim Huesken
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publ.: Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti 2018
www.giochiuniti.it

EVALUATION
Swap, bid
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Lots of chance * Relatively
little tactic * Trick cards are
too powerful * (c) image
woshste (BGG)
Compares to:
Exchange games with an
auction element
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Andreas Pelikan
Artist: F. GmbH, S. Kondirolli
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Take tricks
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute graphics * Sophisticated trick-winning
mechanism * Playing low
can be good tactics
Compares to:
Trick-taking games
Other editions:
Currently none
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MOSQUITOZZZ / NATIVES t

MOSQUITOZZZ

FLAT HAND FOR A LAST STAND
On a lush summer evening you
use all means at hand to deflect
mosquito attacks so that you
lose the fewest possible number
of blood drops.
You hold a starter set and ten
blood drops, draw four cards
from your set and take up the
card Flat Hand, that was removed before shuffling. Stacks
for the swarm cards and experience cards are prepared, three

10

experience cards are displayed.
The holder of the Lamp card is
active player and defeats himself against mosquitos. All players select a card and reveal them
simultaneously. Red mosquito
cards go into the attack swarm,
as does a card from the swarm
deck; other cards remain in
front of those who played them.
Orange cards from the swarm
stack influence the attack, but

NATIVES

YOUR TRIBE

You prepare your tribe for winter. Seven tribe cards = Occupations provide different actions;
additional tribe members are
added to the tribe cards for
more of the same actions.
Occupations for each player and
five cards forming the prairie,
taken from the stack of prairie cards, are displayed. Prairie
cards comprise additional tribe
members, corn, salmon, bison
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and totems.
Players are active in turn and
resolve Prairie Replenishment
= put card from stack into the
prairie; Scout = optional, put as
many cards from stack into the
prairie as you have Scout actions; activate Occupation to resolve the action(s).
Occupation Actions are: Scout
- placing cards into the prairie;
Elder - recruits new tribe mem-

are not mosquitos and only are
effective with mosquito cards.
Then the active player uses
cards played by any other player
plus any number of cards from
his hand, first blue cards, then
green cards. The Flat Hand is
the last resort, afterwards you
can only use additional Flat
Hand cards. Each mosquito that
you could not defeat costs you
a blood drop. All completely
defeated mosquito cards go
to your discard pile and you
select one of the open experience cards for your discard pile,
incompletely defeated cards remain for the next swarm attack.
All replenish to five cards, if necessary the discard pile becomes
the new draw pile. When the
swarm stack is empty or someone is out of blood, you win with
most remaining blood drops.
As so often in Sphinx games,
there is elimination, this time of
mosquitos; the Flat Hand is a really cute idea with its cast-down
mosquito chips to determine its
efficiency. Nice and fun to play!
þ

INFORMATION

bers; Shaman - uses totems;
Warrior - takes prisoners; Farmer
- harvests corn; Fisherman catches salmon; Hunter - hunts
bisons.
When the card„Winter is coming
is revealed, the current round
ends; then you score your own
tribe members, also in other
players‘ displays, deduct penalties for opposing tribe members
in your own display plus points
from food, prisoners and totems
in relation to the respective
cards in your display.
The game also provides cards
for three expansion: Die Rituale,
with similar effects to totems;
Die Jahreszeiten featuring cards
for spring, summer and autumn
as well as change-of-season
cards, and Die Seele der Prärie
with new features like Große
Nahrung, Legendäre Helden as
well as Konflikt & Eintracht.
Natives offers an attractive dilemma on decisions when to
expand the number of actions
with new tribe members next
to the Occupations and when to
collect victory points, in short,
when to take which cards. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

40+

Designer: S. Bürger, C. Mann
Artist: Johannes Rost
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Sphinx 2018
www.sphinx-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Cards, achieve target
number
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Latest game in the Biological Games range * Nice
graphics * Cute topic, well
implemented * Includes a
cooperative version
Compares to:
Card games demanding beating of
target values
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Trehgrannik
Artist: V. Zaburdaev, F. GmbH
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2019
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Card placement for actions
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Beautiful, unusual graphics
* Set collecting to raise
number of actions for other
collections * Includes three
expansions
Compares to:
Games using set collecting for other
actions and collections
Other editions:
Cosmodrome Games (en, ru)
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u OUTBACK / PEARLS

OUTBACK

KANGURU, KOALA OR PLATYPUS
New animals need to be settled
into the Outback. 90 tiles for
Emus, Kangaroos, Koalas, Platypuses and Monitor Lizards are
in the bag, five are drawn for
the jeep, which is replenished
for each player at the start of
his turn. You have an outback
landscape as well as scoring
marker and bonus tile for every
type of animal. The landscape
shows rows with 3-4-2-4-1 slots,

8

marked with 1-3-4-5-6, indicating the number of identical animal symbols to place an animal
tile into the row.
You roll six dice up to three
times - the joker replaces every animal, but cannot be used
alone - and then take animals
off the Jeep to put them on the
board. For instance, for 4x Koala
and 3x Platypus you can a Koala
in row 4 and a Platypus in row 2

PEARLS

COLOR SETS AND NECKLACES
Collect pearls of the same color
to score points and try to score
necklaces as well if possible.
Pearl cards in relation to the
number of players are prepared
and shuffled; you are dealt six
cards, another six cards are on
open display, the rest is draw
pile. Pearl cards have values
1 to 5, the more valuable the
rarer. 16 jokers have value 0. Ten
necklace cards of values 4 to 9

30

6

are on open display.
The active player resolves one of
two action options: 1. You take
all pearl cards of a color from the
open display and refill it from
the draw pile. The limit for cards
in hand is ten cards, Jokers are
deemed to be an independent
color when taken up, you cannot take them up with cards of
another color. 2. You show all
cards of one color from your
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and then score for newly placed
animals and groups of identical animals. For a failed roll you
cover a hex on the board.
If you have reached the top of
the vertical scoring track, you
continue scoring on the horizontal row, beginning again
at 1. You should, however, try
to get two animals to the horizontal scoring line, because on
the vertical line you only score
for the three animals furthest
down, when someone has filled
all slots on his landscape. Every covered hex costs you two
points.
In the variant Outback Plus, you
play with bonus tiles for completed rows or for all five animals of a kind on the landscape.
If you want, you can also draw
one of four boards for a variant
in scoring covered hexes.
Must praise for the designer of
this attractive game! The unusual, challenging scoring introduces quite some tactic, and of
course you need luck in rolling
dice and corresponding animals
on the awesome 3D jeep. þ

INFORMATION

hand to all players and then
put those cards face-down into
your scoring pile. You must put
down at least one card. Jokers
take on the color with which
they are combined, but can
also be put down on their own
as an independent color. When
the number of cards - including
jokers - that you did put down
corresponds to the value of a
necklace card on display, you
take this card and put it into
your scoring pile, too.
When the draw pile is empty
or all necklace cards have been
taken, each player has one last
turn to perform action option
2 - place cards into the scoring
pile - and then you win with
most points from your scoring
pile minus hand cards.
An ideal little game for all occasions - a filler, an introduction or
finale for a games evening, for
travel and holiday. It is quickly
explained and quickly played,
with a well-balanced mix of luck
and tactics. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Michael Kiesling
Artist: Claus Stephan und Team
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Huch! 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Dice, place tiles
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice Material * Sophisticated, challenging scoring
* Tactic despite dice rolling
* Amazing 3D jeep
Compares to:
Placement games for
group formation
Other editions:
R&R Games / Huch! (en fr), Red Glove
(it)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: C. Fiore, K. Happel
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Abacusspiele 2019
www.abacusspiele.de

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very beautiful design *
Simple rules * Ideal family
game
Compares to:
Set collecting games in
general
Other editions:
Currently none
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PETZI PFANNKUCHENPARTY / ROLL PLAYER t

PETZI PFANNKUCHENPARTY

RACE ON DECK OF THE MARY!
Petzi and his friends Pelle, Pingu
and Seebär race each other to
the upper deck of the Mary, but
you can only run if you place
your pancakes correctly.
Mary the Boat is assembled, either with five or - more difficult
- with nine target cases. You select a catapult and a character,
take the pancakes in the respective color and put your character on the starting case of his

5

color on the Mary.
Cards are shuffled - for cards
with a red border, all simultaneously shoot their pancakes on
Mary, the card tells the target
area: either a case with one of
the characters standing on it,
or a case with cord, anchor or
steering wheel - depending
on the card you might need
to place several pancakes on a
target or should place them on

ROLL PLAYER

CREATE YOUR ADVENTURER
A game about creating your
hero instead of going adventuring with him, giving him all the
necessary traits a hero needs race, class, alignment, abilities,
traits and equipment.
You receive a character card,
use the male or female side, and
also receive a character backstory card, a class card offering
a choice of two professions with
respective attribute goals, and

www.gamesjournal.at

an alignment card; each character belongs to a different race,
which can influence the final attribute score.
The character board shows six
rows of three slots each for attributes: Strength, Dexterity, Constitution, Intelligence, Wisdom
and Charisma. It also carries areas for market cards where you
place weapons, armor, traits and
skills acquired for your charac-

more than one target case. Every player has up to eight tries to
meet the task; if you are first to
meet it, you advance your pawn
by one step. When several players meet the target at the same
time, all of them advance by one
case.
For a blue card you search for
jam glasses under the pancake
chips; you turn over as many of
your left neighbor’s pancakes
as the card indicates. Then all
count their visible glasses and
if you have most, you advance
your character by one step.
Whoever arrives at the upper
deck first, wins.
In the expert version on the
board with nine target cases
you also use the cards with a
green border; when such a card
is revealed, all players in turn
shoot one pancake at the target; if someone meets the task,
the round ends instantly.
A very nice mix of race and dexterity elements, with nice characters and offering good practice for hand-eye-coordination
and lots of fun! þ

INFORMATION

ter.
A round comprises four phases:
1. Roll - the starting player draws
dice from the bag and places
them on the initiative cards. 2.
Dice selection - you select an initiative card and place its dice in
a slot on your character board,
take maybe gold and then can
resolve the attribute action according to dice placement. 3.
Market - you buy a market card
for gold, there is a limit for the
number of weapons; traits are
adjusted and skills can be used
immediately. 4. Clean-up.
When all character boards are
filled, you determine Reputation from completing attribute
goals, class color, alignment,
backstory, trait cards and armor
cards.
Entertaining fun and very tactical for a dice game - you have a
lot to consider: Which dice value
do I want? Do I want the yellow
die for gold? Where do I place
the value to improve which attribute and to resolve its action?
A well-working puzzle with fantasy flavor. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Artist: Kreativbunker
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Race, dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive 3D board * Good
mix of mechanisms * Two
levels of difficulty
Compares to:
Race games, catapult
games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Keith Matejka
Artist: Francisco, Ariosa, Berszuck
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Dice, character creation
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn cz de en es fr it
jp kr pt
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Well-working topic * Good
mix of luck of the roll and
planning * Starting cards
determine your goals
Compares to:
First game of its kind, character
creation in RPGs
Other editions:
Arclight (jp), Banana Games (cn), Gen
X (es), Intrafin (fr), Ludofy (pt), Mandoo (kr), Ogry (pl), Raven Distribution
(it), RexHry (cz), Thunderworks (en)
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u SCHICHT IM SCHACHT / SCHNECK DI-WUPP

SCHICHT IM SCHACHT

MOLES DIG CORRIDORS
Aim of the game: Place cards to
complete mole corridors and
take those cards for your treasure chamber.
The game comprises 100 cards
in five colors, with values 1 to 20.
In the core game without silver
cards you are dealt 12 cards, two
are displayed: If they have the
same color, you place them in a
row, in ascending order; if they
are of different colors, you place

8

them in a column. The remaining cards go out of play.
You select a card; then all are
revealed simultaneously and
and you place dem in order of
decreasing card values, in case
of identical values color ranking desides: yellow before red,
green and blue. You place cards
of a color already present in a
row, at one of the ends or within
the row on top of a card with the

SCHNECK DI-WUPP

MAGNETIC SNAIL RACE
A race among snails in Mrs. Meyers garden! The board is laid out
and the tin bottom is placed
vertically, in any orientation,
into the slot on the board. The
winners‘ podium is placed into
the tin bottom.
Six snails are placed at the start,
and each player is randomly
dealt a betting card for arrival
at the finish; the card shows the
snails that you want to get to

32

5
the podium. Every snail carries
a symbol; those symbols are
also depicted on the dice and
on race track cases on the board
and the sides of the tin bottom.
You roll both dice: Two identical symbols move this snail to
the nearest case carrying this
symbol, even if that case shows
additional other symbols. In
case of two different symbol results, you select one symbol and
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lowest difference to the card’s
value. When the card has a new
color, you begin a new row and
place the card on top or below
a card, again choosing the card
with the lowest difference to
your own card. Four cards of the
same color in a row or four cards
of different color in a column
or any for cards on a stack are a
corridor. If you complete a corridor, you take all cards in it; gaps
are closed by shifting cards, the
fewest possible number over
the shortest possible distance.
If placing a card results in the
formation of several corridors,
you take all of them. When all
cards have been placed, you win
with most cards taken. In the
advanced game, you use silver
cards for jokers.
This is a really good filler game,
which is good fun to play - it is
reminiscent of 6 nimmt! or Four
in a Row and offers a cleverly
dosed surprise effect due to the
face-down playing of cards. þ

INFORMATION

move this snail to the nearest
case showing the other symbol.
If a case is occupied, the symbol
of the snail on this case represents the symbol of the case;
you put the new arrival on top
of the other snail or snails; taken
cases on the vertical track parts
on the tin bottom are, however,
jumped over. Snails underneath
other snails are blocked, you
must select another snail. If
there is now correct symbol between snail and finish, the snail
goes on the topmost available
podium slot. When all slots on
the podium are filled, you score
points if a snail on your card is in
one of the three podium slots
and win with most points.
Amazingly beautiful to look at
- from the 3D tin cover to the
inside representing a meadow
- equally amazing to play; the
snails stick securely to tin and
snails, the mechanism is simple
and even provides tactic due to
selection of snail symbols - all in
all a lot of fun to play! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: A. Oppolzer, S. Kloß
Artist: Monika Suska
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2018
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Card placement
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
A very nice filler game *
Quickly explained, quickly
played * Well-dosed surprise effect
Compares to:
6 nimmt! for taking completed rows
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: W. and M. Fort
Artist: Gabriela Silveira
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Racing, magnetism
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting components
* Simple mechanisms *
Allows for some tactic
Compares to:
Race game with hidden
finish requirements
Other editions:
Currently none
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SCHWARZWALD / SECOND CHANCE t

SCHWARZWALD

50 RÄTSEL MIT AUSFLUGSTIPPS
Schwarzwald follows Bodensee
- The game mechanism known
from black stories - featuring
seemingly inexplicable statements or puzzles, which must
solved by asking questions - is
expanded by regional context.
You can only ask questions answerable with yes or now by
the so-called know-it-all game
master; he can also ask for a
new question or re-wording of

a question in case of irrelevant
questions or questions that
cannot be answered. The game
master can also give tips when
questions are totally off track.
This game contains puzzles pertaining to the Bodensee region
and provides - together with the
solution - also information and
daytrip suggestions for the regions and the exact location for
the respective puzzle.

SECOND CHANCE

DOES THE L FIT IN?

Which shape to choose? You select one of two shapes to enter
it into the area of 9x9 squares
so that at the end of the game
there are fewest empty squares.
You draw one of 13 starting
shapes of 8 squares and enter it
on the grid so that the marked
central square is filled. Then,
for each round, two shapes of
1 to 7 squares are displayed;
all players enter one of the two

www.gamesjournal.at

8
shapes into their grid; you can
also rotate shapes or mirror
them, place them adjacent to
other shapes or separately, but
never on top of each other or
overlapping and not exceeding the grid. If you cannot place
any of the two shapes, you are
given a Second Chance: When
all other players have entered
their chosen shape, you reveal
a new card for yourself - if you

An example: Angeborener
Geschäftssinn sei als Beispiel
genannt: Emil Scheibel from
the little town of Kappelrodeck,
well-known for its numerous
vineyards and fruit orchards
paid homage to his birth date
all his live by being a successful
business man ... why? The solution is of course not given here,
but you can find it at Grüner
Winkel 32, 77876 Kappelrodeck.
Or A visit to the Talbach: In the
past, people regularly paid a
visit to Fahrgasse next to Talbach, which runs right through
the old town of Tiengen, and
brought poppy seed, walnuts or
beechnuts. Why?
The 50 puzzles in Schwarzwald
are a well-researched and attractive collection of puzzling
facts, offering surprising and
unexpected solutions which do
really make you curious to go
and see the place for yourself;
and is also a nice gift for all the
people living in the region who
will be surprised about the historical titbits to be found out of
their own front door. þ

INFORMATION

can enter the shape on it, you
remain in play; if not, you are
out of the game. You can get a
Second Chance several times
in a game, and more than one
player can get one in the same
round, and therefore more than
one player can be ousted in the
same round. The player or players who is/are ousted first, mark
one empty square with a 1; this
fills one square and is a deciding
factor in case of a tie. If someone
has completely filled his area
or all players have been ousted
from play or all the shape cards
have been used, you win with
fewest empty squares in your
grid.
You need to only fill the area
well, but need to be careful
when drawing the shapes; always do the contour first and
then fill it as diversely as possible so that you can retrace
play. An elegant challenge and a
good mix of luck and planning,
as there are summary cards for
the shapes. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

12+

TIME:

var

Designer: Sonja Klein
Artist: K. Lahmer, B. Arnold
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag 2019
www.gmeiner-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Questions, puzzle solving
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Familiar Mechanisms
* Nicely extended by
regional context * Lots of
regional information
Compares to:
black stories
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Max Prentis, Christof Tisch
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publ.: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Area filling
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard core mechanism
* Very attractively varied *
Good mix of drawing forms
and planning * (c) image
Spieleleiter
Compares to:
Ubongo and other area filling games
Other editions:
Act in Games (fr), Stronghold (en)
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u SKYLANDS / SPACE ESCAPE

SKYLANDS

ISLANDS IN THE SKY

As a resident of Skylands, you
recombine shards of the destroyed world, recreate islands
and provide energy for cities.
88 Island parts are prepared
for the number of players; supply board and action boards as
well as a display of 16 special
islands with special abilities are
prepared and each player places
his board depending on the selected variant with the empty

8
side showing or that with three
pre-printed islands parts.
You place island tiles for Woods,
Mountains, Crystal and City for
points and actions, of course
with corresponding borders.
The active player moves his
pawn on one of the four action
boards to use the action + bonus, all other players use only
the action: Discover islands =
take a tile from the display -

SPACE ESCAPE

UP THE LADDER, DOWN THE SHAFT
Once upon a time ... there was
a simple game; you rolled a die,
moved from case to case and
if reached the bottom of a ladder, you climbed up, and if you
trod on a snake’s head, you slid
downwards again.
In this modern version of the
mechanism, snakes have invaded a space station and the mole
rats working there must collect
their emergency equipment

34
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and get to the escape pod.
Instead of rolling dice, you use
cards that state movements for
both snakes and mole rats, both
can only climb up a ladder and
only slide down a shaft. The
mole rats begin on their starting slots, their First-Aid box sits
beside them. In turn, you play a
card and move snakes and mole
rats accordingly. If a mole rat
reaches a piece of emergency
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Deploy inhabitants from general stock to Wood, Mountain or
Crystal islands - Create islands
by buying and placing a special
island, paying with inhabitants
taken from completed islands
- Convert energy by relocating
residents from a Crystal Island
to a City island for points, the
inhabitants then go back to
stock. Deploying inhabitants
and converting energy is only
possible on completed islands.
When one player board is full or
the point tokens are gone, you
score inhabitants, completed
islands, special islands, point
tokens and deduct two points
for each empty square on your
board.
A mix of familiar mechanisms,
rather chance-driven and providing guaranteed points from
a combo of Crystal + City island;
a game that plays quickly and
always different due to using 16
out of 32 special islands - a nice,
upscale family game that can
have its frustrating moments
when those tiles just don’t appear. þ

INFORMATION

equipment, food, toothbrush,
map or sticky tape, you pick it
up. If you have taken your own
mole rat to the emergency
pod, you can then move any
other mole rat, if the card you
played demands moving your
own mole rat. When, however,
a mole rat must cross a case
with a snake or when a snake
reaches a mole rat, the mole rat
is bitten. In case of a first bite,
you discard your first-aid box,
go back to your starting slot and
continue playing. When a mole
rat is bitten for the second time
or slides down a shaft into space
or a snake climbs a ladder into
the escape pod or all movement
cards have been used, all players have lost the game together.
When all four equipment pieces
have been collected and all four
mole rats reached the escape
pod, all players win together.
Old made new and good - nice,
well-working fun for the family
or beginners, offering a cute cooperative element. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Shun and Aya Taguchi
Artist: Patricia Limberger
Price: ca. 36 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2018
www.queen-games.com

EVALUATION
Place tiles
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive design *
Interesting interaction *
Lots of luck involved * All
players always involved, no
downtime
Compares to:
Carcassonne, other tile placement
games with individual player displays
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Matt Leacock
Artist: Jim Paillot
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2018
www.gamefactory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
Cooperate, move
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it cn
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Good, pretty
components * Simple,
familiar mechanism
Compares to:
Snakes & Ladders
Other editions:
GoKids (cn), Peacable Kingdom (en)
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TERRAFORMING MARS: PRELUDE / THE WALL t

TERRAFORMING MARS: PRELUDE

DEFINE YOUR CORPORATION
The Prelude for Terraforming
Mars, you can speed up the process and define your corporation. Die Expansion comprises
35 Prelude cards, five Corporation cards and seven Project
cards.
Project and Corporation cards
are shuffled into the cards from
the core game. Prelude cards
form a separate deck. In addition
to the cards dealt at the start,

you receive four Prelude cards
and select two of them when
you also select Corporation
and Project cards, the Prelude
cards are free of charge. When
all corporations are played and
cards have been paid for, there
is an extra round as Step 7b, in
which every player - in turn order - plays his two Prelude cards
and discards the remaining two.
They work like Green cards and

THE WALL

DROPPING MARBLES DETERMINE WINNINGS
Quiz game based on the TV
show. The game unit shows
winnable sums of money for the
round. Marbles are put into the
unit in pre-set position and, rolling down the unit after triggering, determine sums which you
win in case of a correct answer
given before the first marble
comes to a standstill; in case of
a wrong answer the sums are
losses. After five questions, an-
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other team takes a turn. When
round 1 has ended with a win,
you can go on playing, otherwise you can stop or repeat
round 1.
The winning total of round 1 is
entered into a separate contract
for each team, it determines the
final winning at the end, which
would be winnings from round
1 plus a fixed sum for every correct answer in round 2 and 3. In

remain in play with visible tags,
“?” is a wild tag and represents
a tag as chosen by a player and
is not triggered when being put
into play. It also does not count
for awards. Then the first layer
begins the action phase - Step 8.
The complete set-up is considered to be part of Generation I.
If you play the solo variant with
Prelude, you only have twelve
generations to complete the
terraforming process.
There is also a new solo version,
TR Solo, which can be played
with any expansion - The goal
is a Terraforming Rating of 63
within 14 generations (or twelve
when using Prelude). There is
a new Standard Project, Buffer
Gas, with costs of 16 M€ and
yielding 1 TR.
Prelude intensifies the fun to
play, and it also speeds up the
initial game, albeit with difficult
decisions at the start; furthermore, the new corporations
provide new strategies. Absolutely recommended, but maybe not with your very first game
of Terraforming Mars. þ

INFORMATION

both rounds, an “isolated” player
for each team sits behind the
unit, therefore does not see the
sums indicated by the marbles
and answers the questions.
There are guaranteed bonus
sums before answering questions and guaranteed losses afterwards; the player or all team
members in front of the unit
determine the trigger position
for the bonus marbles, then the
trigger position for the white
marble for the respective winning sum of the current sum,
separately for every question,
and finally, the red marbles for
the losses are positioned in the
same places as were the green
marbles for the bonuses. After
three rounds, the isolated player
decides, without knowing the
actual winning total that was
achieved, if he accepts the contract or not and risks that the
actual win is lower.
A quiz game like many others
but for the game unit, the imponderability of the winning
sums and the risky gambling
decision of the isolated player.
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Jacob Fryxelius
Artist: Isaac Fryxelius
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publ.: Fryxgames / Stronghold Games 2018
www.strongholdgames.com

EVALUATION
Development
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: cz de en es fr hu it nl
pl pt ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Works well with every
expansion * Speeds up the
starting phase * Demands
a far-reaching decision at
the start
Compares to:
Terraforming Mars and expansions
Other editions:
Ghenos Games (it), Intrafin (fr nl),
Lavka (ru), Maldito (es), Mindok (cz),
Rebel (pl), Meeple BR Jogos (pt),
Reflexshop (hu), Schwerkraft (de)

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Quiz, TV
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
TV Show nicely implemented * List of answers
for the game master * Different ages given in rules
and on box
Compares to:
Quiz games with complex determination of winner
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u VALPARAISO / WANGDO

VALPARAISO

COMMODITIES AND AQUISITIONS
Valparaiso is given the right to
free trading; as a citizen of Valparaiso you want to develop
your town further, by trading
in the hinterland and acquiring
achievements from overseas.
You hold eight action cards for
eight main actions and for alternative actions for commodities
in somewhat different distribution for each player color. You
play rounds comprising phases:

1. Planning - you select cards,
arrange them order of using on
cases - cases #1 to #4 are always
available, to use the Mayor case
#5 you pay five Pesos - and all
reveal their cards. In a variant,
intended for experienced players, you must do your planning
within a given time frame. 2.
Use cards - all resolve one card
in turn and in the pre-set order;
by paying the fee indicated on

WANGDO

QUALIFYING FOR THE THRONE
Four Bear clans want to be the
one to provide the next king;
Princes of the clans, represented by players, travel the lands,
set up sacred Bear steles and
acquire the necessary qualifications in religion, education, military and commerce, represented by tokens on the personal
player boards.
In your turn you have two action options: 1. Acquire new
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8

Bear Steles - take two from one
of the temples or draw three steles from the bag, up to a maximum of ten steles in your stock,
or 2. acquire a knowledge token
in a village. For this, you place a
stele from your reserve into the
village – two steles of the same
color cannot be adjacent, and
the new stele must be connected to minimum one other stele
via a path – and take the token
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the card you can do the action
out of sequence: Transfer goods
or sell goods, recruit or move
merchant, build a house, trade
in the village, move a ship, deliver to overseas for acquiring an
achievement card - you can use
it in your next planning phase
- or use an alternative action
for commodities or money. 3.
End of Round - all receive their
revenue from houses built in
Valparaiso and for majorities in
houses there; as an option, you
can discard an achievement
card to score its victory points.
If someone has collected 18 victory points, you score commodities, money and achievements.
Valparaiso offers elegant programming mechanisms for
various strategies; the options
are so manifold that you must
plan well ahead and, if possible,
pre-empt the plan of other players or, if necessary, change your
plans on the spot. A fantastic
game that is easily accessible. þ

INFORMATION

and put it on its respective position on your board. Then you
pay the price for the stele - you
return as many bear steles of the
suitable colors to their respective temples as there are steles
adjacent to the newly placed
stele. If you completely filled
a column on your board, you
draw a seal card for special abilities to modify regular actions
or for additional actions. If you
have filled four columns on your
board, you win at the end of the
round, if you are the only one to
do so. If several players manage
to complete their board during
the last round, the number of
Dragon seals on markers and
cards decides the winner.
A flawless family game, from its
marvelous components to its
simple rules; the games plays
quickly, albeit a bit repetitively,
but without posing any difficult
dilemmas or difficult decisions,
your options in a turn are usually very obvious. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Stefan & Louis Malz
Artist: Michael Menzel und Team
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: dlp Games 2018
www.dlp-games.de

EVALUATION
Resources management
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es it kr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enormous variety for
actions * Time-limit on
programming for advanced
players * Several winning
strategies * (c) Image
el_crosso (BGG)
Compares to:
Edo and other games on programming of actions
Other editions:
Announced for 2019: Angry Lion
Games (kr), Arrakis Games (es), Cranio
Creations (it), Stronghold (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

35+

Designer: Frank Crittin und Team
Artist: Jakub Rebelka
Price: ca. 34 Euro
Publisher: Mandoo Games 2018
www.mandoogames.com

EVALUATION
placement, collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en kr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Enchanting components *
Simple rules * Nice family
game
Compares to:
Placement + collecting
games in general
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

WENDAKE NEW ALLIES / WETTLAUF NACH EL DORADO t

WENDAKE NEW ALLIES

ENGLAND OR FRANKREICH
Daily life of the tribes living
around the Great Lakes at the
time of the Seven Years War in
this area. As chief of a tribe you
engage in all areas of daily life
and receive points on the tracks
for economy, military, ritual and
mask. Central element is an action selection mechanism, with
which you receive steadily improving actions within seven
rounds = years. A year com-

prises two parts: 1. Four turns
per player in turn, in which you
do one action per turn according to an action tile and change
the turn order; 2. New turn order
- adjusting action tiles - replace
masks - replace progress tiles new year.
New Allies introduces the European nations to the game that
were active in the area of the
Great Lakes . Your tribe can now

WETTLAUF NACH EL DORADO

HEROES & HEXES THE 1ST EXPANSION
Expedition to El Dorado. You
plan the route, hire explorers
and buy equipment. The starting deck of your expedition
comprises one sailor, three explorers and four traveler, and
you take four cards in hand.
In your turn, you play cards to
move the expedition - symbols
of hexes and cards correlate and
minimum card strength equals
hex strength - and/or buy a card

www.gamesjournal.at

from the market; then you discard used cards and draw new
ones. Cards that were used as
items or for movement to the
base camp are taken out of play.
If you reach El Dorado, you win
at the end of the round if you
are alone there, or else with the
most collected blockades.
Helden & Dämonen / Heroes &
Hexes is the 1st expansion for use
with the basic game, introduc-

be an ally for France or Britain,
for trade or in joint battle actions. Contrary to the historic
tribes, you as a tribe must not
keep up an alliance for the duration of the game. The main
focus of the alliances was trading, especially trading beaver
hides for guns. Guns are a new
resource for Turtle tiles, but also
for effects and victory points.
Rifles in turn are a resource for
Turtle tiles, effects and victory
points, available from Turn cards
or Advanced Action tiles.
Changes in mechanisms compared to the core game concern
changing turn order, prepare
progress tiles and beginning
new year as well as combat;
new effects are the alliances
themselves and new turn cards
for new effects.
New allies is a felicitous supplement and also increase in game
depth for Wendake; the alliances are interesting, but should
not dominate the use of the
expansion, other actions, are of
interest, too. þ

INFORMATION

ing lots of new components and
features, albeit only for use with
the Caves variant of the core
game. There are twelve new
expedition cards for now 16
stacks and also new cave tiles for
shuffling into those of the core
game. Animal companions as
9th basis card are used normally
or discarded after use of the
special ability. If you enter the
new board part Game Tavern,
you receive a hero. Demon cards
are fillers, you can use them on
rubble hexes or as ½ coin. Three
new landscape boards feature
new landscape types - demons
and tunnels, new blockades
work like a demon hex. If you
enter a demon hex, you must
reveal a curse and either ban it
immediately or later by meeting
a condition or demand.
Heroes & Hexes is a well-working expansion, that introduces a
bit of mysticism and fantasy flair
to the game and also changes
the way you build your deck after receiving a hero; the curses
introduce a bit more chance to
game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

150+

Designer: D. Sabia, P. Martensen
Artist: A. d’Amico, P. Vallerga
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Placentia Games 2018
www.placentiagames.it

EVALUATION
Worker placement
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Intensifies Wendake’s game
depth * Previous familiarizing with Wendake is
recommended * Alliances
should not dominate
Compares to:
Wendake, worker placement games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Franz Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 27 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Movement, deck building
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Needs Cave variant of the
core game to play * Lots of
new features * Topic turns
towards fantasy/mystics
Compares to:
Wettlauf nach El Dorado
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u WILDLANDS / WÜHLMÄUSE

WILDLANDS

CONFRONTATIONS IN FALLEN LANDS
Wild lands and shards of power
crystals are all that remains of
the mighty Empire; you lead a
faction with an individual deck
of cards and fight for survival,
treasures and glory.
In your turn you first reveal at
least one hidden character, if
you have unrevealed ones left;
then you play as many cards as
you want - choosing one of the
card options - and reveal any

number of characters. Finally,
you draw three cards, but only
up to a limit of seven cards in
hand. Action cards provide actions linked to a character or
actions that can be used by any
character; Wild Action cards allow you to resolve any of three
action options - movement,
draw two cards or interrupt. If
you are interrupted by the wild
card action Interrupt, you can af-

WÜHLMÄUSE

HUSTLE AND BUSTLE OF THE LEAVES
Under the foliage on the forest floor you find animals,
fruits, cones, mushrooms and
much more - with each turn, a
new motif is added to search
for. Players should familiarize
themselves with the motifs and
their correct names - listed at
the back of the rules - before
the start of the game. Twelve
leaf pieces without motif on
the back are spread on the for-
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est floor in the box bottom. The
active player selects a leaf with
motif from the bag, memorizes
it and hides it among the leaves
in the box. All other players then
search simultaneously and with
hand only for the latest motif.
If you think you found it, you
show it to all players and name
the animal or fruit. If you found
the correct motif and have given its correct name, you take
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terwards decide if you continue
to play or end your turn and
draw cards. The various factions
offer individual traits and abilities and thus different tactics
for confrontations. You win, if
you collected five points from
crystal shards and/or eliminated
enemies, or with moist points
when one player has lost all his
faction characters.
The Wildlands The Unquiet Dead
expansion introduces a new faction that can replace any faction
in the core game or can be used
for the new Encounter mechanism, where Unquiet Dead replace eliminated characters and
can be used by all players.
A standard fantasy melee at first
glance, but as it is by Martin Wallace, we find a completely new
twist with the Interrupt action,
providing unexpected turns
and twists, as the interrupting
player can be interrupted himself, and so on - melee yes, but
fast, surprising and highly entertaining. þ

INFORMATION

a gold coin. If you selected the
wrong motif, the leaf is put back
face-down among the other
leaves and you must pass for
the round; the other players
continue to search. If the correct
motif was found, but was incorrectly named, the leaf is put
back among the other leaves
and the next player in turn hides
a new leaf from the bag with a
new motif.
When the last leaf was found
and its motif was correctly
named, you win with most gold
coins.
Very, very beautiful thanks to
amazing, painstaking, life-like illustrations! But, the game is also
informative, due to the extensive forest information provided
at the back of the rules. And the
game is also challenging, because with each additional leaf
the game becomes more difficult, because you must remember one more motif that you
have seen to identify the newest
one? Have I seen strawberries?
Or were they raspberries after
all? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Martin Wallace
Artist: Alyn Spiller, Yann Tisseron
Price: ca. 65 Euro
Publisher: Osprey Games 2018
www.ospreygames.co.uk

EVALUATION
Fantasy, conflict
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard topic * Short playing time * High fun factor
* Interesting mechanism
details
Compares to:
All fantasy conflict games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Des.: Jens-Peter Schliemann und Team
Artist: J. Rüttinger, P. Kappler
Price: ca. 28 Euro
P: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne 2019
www.dreihasenspiele.de

EVALUATION
Memo, spotting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Amazingly beautiful and
lifelike illustrations * A lot of
information on the images
* Relatively challenging
memo variant
Compares to:
Memo games in general
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

YU-CA-TAN / ZWISCHEN ZWEI SCHLÖSSERN t

YU-CA-TAN

ROLL DICE, BET, STOP!
Roll well, bet well und stop on
time! 14 betting cards are arranged in a circle; six show numbers 1-6, three show geometric
symbols, two show bars for
equal/not equal and three show
only colors, offering scores accordingly for each die showing even or uneven numbers,
shapes, colors or the exact number value.
In a round, each player has one

8
turn; at the start of the game,
you agree on the number of
rounds that will be played. You
select a betting card by pulling it out of the circle a bit, roll
twelve dice and put those with
results suiting the betting card
onto the card for one point for
an even or uneven number, two
points for each die showing the
selected shape, two points for
each die in the selected color

ZWISCHEN ZWEI SCHLÖSSERN

COOPERATIVE CASTLE BUILDING

and three points for each die
showing the selected number.
Then you can stop and note the
score for the result of the round,
or select a new betting card,
re-roll remaining dice, place
suitable ones, etc. You can use
each betting card only once
per round and you can only
re-roll dice that were not previously placed on betting cards.
If, however, you re-roll and do
not achieve a result that can be
placed on the currently selected
betting card, you do not score at
all for the round and your turn
passes to the next player. After
as many rounds as were agreed
at the start, you win with most
points.
Again, a very nice and wellworking variation of the stopor-continue-at-peril of losing-all
principle, in a pretty, cheerful,
colorful design, purely abstract
and only depending on your
personal how-much-risk-willI-take status. A nice game for a
filler, all occasions and all kinds
of players from beginners to experts. 21 points for seven Fours
are enough? For me, yes! þ

INFORMATION

on the throne room level or on
levels above, downstairs rooms
can only be put underneath the
throne room level, and corridor
rooms can go anywhere in the
castle. New tiles must border
one already placed with at least
one edge und new tiles above
throne room level must be supported by tiles below. Three or
five rooms of the same type give
an immediate bonus. After two
rounds the castles are scored individually, but each player only
scores the castle with the lower
score. The game includes a version for two players.
Those castles, due to the multitude of rooms and options,
really demand master builders
and a few games to try out all
the possible tactics and options;
and, as you only score your
lower result, you of course try to
make both castles as valuable as
possible, having to very cleverly
balance cooperation and egotistical tactics. þ

INFORMATION

Mad King Ludwig wants more
new castles. As a master builder
you are tasked with designing
them, but not on your own. You
always cooperate for a project,
once with your left neighbor
and for another one with your
right neighbor, so that you sit
between two castles, in a way.
At the start of a round you draw
nine tiles. For each turn of the
round, all players simultaneous-

ly and secretly select two tiles
and hand the rest to their respective left neighbor, in round
2 to the right neighbor. Then you
reveal the tiles and decide with
both neighbors, in which castle
you put which tile, according to
the rules - as a new floor to make
the castle higher or adding it to
a floor as an expansion in width.
Food, living, utility, outdoor and
sleeping rooms can only be put
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 40 and 41

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-5

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: C. E. Lanzavecchia
Artist: Kreativbunker
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2018
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Dice, betting, risk
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Abstract dice rolling for risk
* Pretty Design * Simple
rules * Nicely varied standard mechanism
Compares to:
All games with stop-orcontinue mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2/3-7

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Rosset, O‘Malley
Artist: Agnieszka Dabrowiecka und Team
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele 2018
www.feuerland-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Tile placement, cooperation
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr hu it pt
pl ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very beautiful design * Very
useful box inlay for the tiles
* Very nicely mixed standard
mechanisms * Cooperation
with Bezier Games for the
English edition
Compares to:
Between two Cities for the mechanism, theme based on Castles of Mad
King Ludwig
Other editions:
Crowd Games (ru), Delta Vision (hu), Ghenos
Games (it), Ludofy Creative (pt), Maldito (es)
Matagot (fr), Phalanx (pl), Stonemaier Games (en),
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PRESENTATION
GALLERY

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

BLACK STORIES DARK NIGHT EDITION

DAS GROSSE POLIZEISPIEL

Publisher: moses. Verlag
Designers: Maximilian Schulz, Simon Meßmer

Publisher: Noris Spiele
Designer: Team Nori

50 new and very dark stories, very black stories as usual, this
time intended for sleepless nights and nightly prowlers under
a blood moon. The storyteller is called the Arbiter, he reads the
story on the front of the card. The other players are his people
and may pose any questions but must pose them in a way that
the arbiter can answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give
hints or deviate players from totally wrong assumptions. The
answer on the back of the card is the only correct and acceptable solution.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes
Deductive narration game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

KINDERSPIELE SAMMLUNG
Publisher: Piatnik

DECKSCAPE HINTER DEM VORHANG

5

Police in action all around town; players assist and need to complete as many tasks as possible. Players start in the middle; four
events are revealed and their cases on the board marked with a
mission token. In a round, four dice are rolled, and players decide
who gets which one; then all move their pawn accordingly and
double the number if you get the die of your pawn color. If you
reach a mission token, you remove it; on color cases, only the
player with the same pawn color can remove the token. When,
after such a round, all events are used up and no mission tokens
left on the board, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A version of Live Escape Room games. Players must solve
puzzles to meet the task. In cooperative play, all win or lose
together and only need pen and paper, all other information
is included in the game. The sequence of cards must never be
changed! There are puzzles and items - puzzles show an an
image and a question that must be answered. Items are needed
to solve puzzles; they remain on the table. Wrong solutions
are marked with X, missing items with 2X. In this edition, you
need to decipher the tricks of a magician, as the show takes an
unexpected turn.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

MR. CABBAGEHEAD’S GARDEN

4

Publisher: Abacusspiele
Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino

POPEYE THE SAILORMAN TORSCHUSS PANIK

Publisher: LudiCreations
Designer: Todd Sanders

Publisher: cartingo
Designer: Andreas Schmidt

8

A collection of classic standard games for children, featuring a
double-sided board.
Das Froschspiel is a version of the Snakes & Ladders principle, Oh
Pardon varies Ludo wih cute and funny farm animals; Die Bärenfamilie is a dice-driven race around the board, providing a race
across the four seasons, and Das Häschenspiel is a a dice and collecting game aboout colorful flowers. Also included in the box is
the classic card game Schwarzer Peter (Old Maids).
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

MAISY BALLENTYNE – Vernon Cabbagehead wants to grow vegetables in peace. He takes holidays at the beach, while neighbors
interfere in his garden. Phases of a round: Planting – place vegetable cards, reveal neighbor tokens. Neighbor - determine interfering
neighbor. After three rounds, the Garden Club scores the garden
vegetables and merit of garden design minus compost. You use
neighbors or new neighbors; Grasshoppers and Romancing Eudora
expand the solo game. If two are playing, Mr. Cabbagehead rivals
with Neighbor Ned. Maisy Ballentyne - The Neighbor with secondmost Neighbor tokens will be activated twice; in case of a tie, there
is no effect. Version: en * rules: en * In-game text: no

11 coasters for the playing field with start and finish. In each
round you try to get a ball = token towards the goal or to
achieve a goal. You have three rolls to move the selected token
to an adjacent case by rolling the case’s number. If you cannot
move out of an already occupied case within three rolls, the
token goes back to the start and your turn ends. If you roll the
number of the occupied case, the opponent goes back to start.
On case-4 and case-5, you achieve a goal when you roll 6. A roll
result of 1 on a case-1 is a penalty, you go to the penalty point
and achieve a goal with a 6. With three goals, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Games compendium for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Card placement for 1-2 players, ages 14+

Dice game with a soccer topic for 1-5 players, ages 8+

RAILROAD INK DEEP BLUE EDITION
Publisher: Horrible Games
Designers: Hjalmar Hach, Lorenzo Silva

TABU FAMILIEN-EDITION

8

Publisher: Hasbro

TRAMWAYS

8

Publisher: AV Studio Games
Designer: Alban Viard

Exits - three on each side of the 7x7 grid - to connect in seven
rounds over tracks in networks, the more exits in the same net,
the more valuable it is. The longest railroad, the longest highway
and drawing on the central nine cases of the grid give bonuses.
For a round, dice showing track sections, piers and overpasses
are rolled; all results must be entered on your board once - connected to an exit or a track section. Stations are necessary to
connect highways and railroads. With two expansions - River dice
as 3rd type of track with the goal of Longest River, and Lake Dice
with piers to connect track and bonus for the smallest lake.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A new edition of the word-guessing, vocabulary-using game,
now for all the family, using the familiar rules. One player in turn
is his team’s describer and tries to get his team to name the term.
The opposing team supervises the adherence to the rules. Each
term that is guessed within the time frame, scores a point for
the time. Rules violations or set-aside cards score for the opposing team. New in this edition are the two different card sets for
children and adults; the kid cards have two taboo words, the
adult ones five. Each of the double-sided cards carries four terms
in four colors and you decide on a color for a game.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

The Residences of Small City The Green Expansion for building a
track network in Tramways includes: Forest - two Forest boards,
building on forest slots costs one happiness point. New Building
Cards - four cards, can be combined with all expansions, can only
be built while available. The Mayor - a permanent passenger, to
move him earns you a happiness point. He stays at his destination and can be moved by the next player, too. New Residence
- they are fundamental, markers are placed next to the stress
track; moving passengers does not reduce stress and gives you
a development card; a marker can transform a building into a
residency. Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Track construction game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Vocabulary game for 4 or more players, ages 8+

Expansion for Tramways for 1-5 players, ages 14+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

REVIEW

NEWS / LEGAL DISCLOSURE t
As d’Or Tout public / Family
The Mind
Players are a team, holding lives and shuriken stars. Each player begins in Level 1 with
one out of 100 cards; for each level, cards are reshuffled, and you get one card more. In
a level, all cards of all players need to be stacked in one stack, openly and in ascending
order, without turn order. You play when you want, but always your currently lowest
card and you must not give any information on your hand. Successfully completed
levels bring one shuriken; a shuriken can be discarded to let each player set aside his
lowest card. A wrongly played card costs one life. When all levels have been completed, you play again, but stack cards face-down.
Card shedding game for 2-4 players. Ages 8+
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger Spieleverlag 2018
Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Web: www.nsv.de
Users: For families
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As d’Or Expert /
Experts
As d’Or Enfant / Children

Detective

Mr.Wolf
Farm animals need to be brought back to their barns in this cooperative game, bevore Mr. Wolf stops by. Animal tiles are turned; whenever
Mr. Wolf is revealed, he advances by one step. If you turn over another
animal, you should remember into which barn it belongs. When all barns
are full before the wolf arrives, all players win together.
Search and memo game for 1-4 players. Ages 4+
Publisher: Blue Orange Games 2018
Designer: Marie & Wilfried Fort
Art: Gaelle Picard
Web: blackrockgames.fr

Cooperative solving of cases, in a campaign of five cases on decks
of cards, used as per instruction. As a team you collect, always
with conferring, clues, information and traces, but not everything
you find necessarily belongs to the current case, so keep copious
notes. For witness statements, additional material, person files etc.
you use antaresdatabase.com, where you also enter facts. After a
given number of days - with action like research, write report, use
talent or agency tile, all of which uses up time - with normal shifts
and maybe overtime, you enter your final report on the site and
score for answers and fitting evidence.
Cooperative crime game for 1-5 players, ages 16+
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / Portal Games 2018
Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Story: Przemyslav Rymer, Jakub Łapot
Art: Ewa Kostorz, Rafał Szyma, Aga Jakimiec
Web: www.pegasus.de

Users: For children
Version: multi * Rules: en es fr it
nl pt + cn * In-game text: no

Users: With friends
Special: 1 player
Version: de * Rules: cz de en es fr it pl ru * In-game text: yes
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Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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